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Messages

It is my absolute pleasure to connect with you through the Gems & Jewellery Times which
acts and serves the purpose of uniting jewellers and various stakeholders on several common
aspects of business. I have always held the firm belief that the more you read in your
day-to-day life, the more you are able to increase your knowledge. This then reflects in your
growth as an individual and the organisation where you work.
Friends, this magazine has already begun to make waves in the industry, receiving great
appreciation from both expected as well as unexpected quarters. Its best attributes are that
it provides a new platform to showcase talent, ample opportunity to share new ideas and
thoughts besides the much-needed dose of current affairs and upcoming trends.
Friends, the coming months are defining months for business. The festival
season coupled with the wedding season will rouse immense demand in the
domestic market. It will also set off great competition.
In order to gain maximum advantage of the season, I wish to suggest, first and foremost,
to focus on facilitating the highest degree of customer service and thus ensure customer
satisfaction. Second, we should also equip our stores with inventory according to trends and
customer taste, providing a wide range for selection. Last but not the least, it is important to
create transparency along with ethical business practices so as to build a brand and a name
for your business.
I will recommend to our fraternity to participate in all new GJF projects such as Labham
(on legal aspects) Trust Mark (for benchmarking standards of the business) and other
ongoing programmes which have been specially conceived to upgrade the standard of all key
governing aspects of business. Unless we improve our knowledge on legal, financial
and administrative matters, we simply cannot grow and will very likely miss out
on opportunities at a time when competition is fierce and rules and regulations
keep changing.
I am extremely happy to be able to share my views and thoughts with you and am also
very happy at the development of Gems & Jewellery Times as an effective communication
medium. I wish that it transcends all barriers of communication and reaches every nook and
corner of India.
Wishing you all a very fruitful and happy season!

Haresh Soni
Chairman
All India Gems & Jewellery Trade Federation (GJF)
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Messages

v/;{k dh dye ls
;g esjk ije lkSHkkX; gS fd eSa tsEl vkSj Tosyjh VkbEl ds ek/;e vki yksxksa ds lkFk tqMk+ gwAa ;g ,slk ek/;e gS
tks fctul ds fofHkUu lk>k igyqvksa ds ifjiz{s ; esa ToSyjksa vkSj fofHkUu LVsdgksYMjksa dks ,dtqV djus dk dke djrk
gSA esjk ges'kk ls n`<a fo'okl jgk gS fd vki vius jkstejkZ ds thou esa tks dqN Hkh i<+rs gS]a og vkids Kku dks
fu[kkjrk gS vkSj ;g vkids O;fDrRo vkSj laxBu] ftlesa vki dke dj jgs gS]a ds fodkl esa Hkh ifjyf{kr gksrk gSA
fe=ks]a bl laLdj.k us baMLVªh esa igys gh gypy epk nh gS vkSj ns'k ds dksu&
s dksus ls ljkgukvksa ds :i esa
'kkunkj izfrfØ;k izkIr gqbZ gSA bldh lcls vPNh ckr ;g gS fd ;g izfrHkk dk izn'kZu djus ds fy, ,d IysVQkeZ
eqg;S k djkrk gS vkSj orZeku dk;ksaZ vkSj vkus okys VªM
as l
~ dh vR;f/kd t:jh tkudkjh ds lkFk u, vkbfM;k vkSj
fopkjksa dks 'ks;j djus dk Hkh i;kZIr volj eqg;S k djkrk gSA
fe=ksa] vkus okys eghus fctul ds fy, dkQh egRoiw.kZ gSaA ;g lhtu R;ksgkjksa ds lkFk ?kjsyq cktkj
esa czkbMy lhtu gS] ftlesa ekax esa rks mNky vk,xk gh lkFk gh izfrLi/kkZ Hkh tksjnkj gksxhA bl lhtu
dk Hkjiwj Qk;nk mBkus ds fy, eSa vkidks tks igyh lykg nsuk pkgqx
a k oks ;g gS fd loZJ"s B xzkgd lsok vkSj xzkgd
larfq "V dks lqxe cukus ij Qksdl fd;k tk,A nwljh ckr] gesa vius xzkgdksa dh ilan vkSj ekStnw k VªM
as ds vuqlkj
viuk LVkWd j[kuk pkfg, vkSj mUgsa pquus ds fy, foLr`r jst
a eqg;S k djkuh pkfg,A rhljh vkSj vkf[kjh ckr] gesa
czkM
a dk fuekZ.k djus vkSj vius fctul dk uke djus ds fy, fctul ds uSfrd fu;eksa dk ikyu djus ds lkFk
ikjnf'kZrk Hkh ykuh pkfg,A
eSa iwjs m|ksx fcjknjh ls ykHke ¼fof/kd igyqvksa ij½] VªLV ekdZ ¼fctul ds ekudksa dh cSp
a ekfdZx
a ds fy,½ tSls
u, izkt
s Ds Vksa vkSj GJF ij vk/kkfjr ekStnw k dk;ZØeksa esa Hkkx ysus dk vkg~oku djrk gwAa ;s fctul dks fu;af=r
djus okys lHkh ize[q k igyqvksa ds Kku vSj ekud dks vixzM
s djus ds fy, fo'ks"k :i ls rS;kj fd, x, gSAa tc
rd ge LkHkh dkuwuh] foÙkh; vkSj iz'kklfud igyqvksa ij vius Kku dks iz[kj ugha cuk,axs rc rd ge
rjDdh ugha dj ldrs vkSj blhfy, gesa fo'ks"kdj ekStwnk le; esa gkFk vk, ,sls fdlh volj dks xaokuk
ugha pkfg, D;ksafd ge LkHkh tkurs gSa gSa fd vkt ds nkSj esa xykdkV izfrLi/kkZ gS vkSj fu;e ,oa dkuwu
cnyrs jgrs gSaA
vkids lkFk vius vkbfM;k vkSj fopkjksa dks lk>k djds eq>s vR;f/kd izlUurk gqbZ gS vkSj vc rd lcls izHkkoh
dE;qfuds'ku ek/;e ds :i esa G& J VkbEl ds fodkl dks ns[kdj Hkh eq>s dkQh [kq'kh gqbZ gS] tks dE;qfuds'ku dh
lHkh ck/kkvksa dks nwj djds Hkkjr ds dksu&
s dksus rd igqp
a x;k gSA
vki lHkh dks vkus okys lhtu dh gkfnZd 'kqHkdkuk,aA
lknj]
gjs'k lksuh
v/;{k GJF
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reasons why you should buy
from SANGHI jewellers !

1

Preferred Manufacturer
of India 2013-15

GJTCI Excellence Award
Best Exporter-2013

5thINTERNATIONAL ACHIEVERS SUMMIT
BANGKOK - THAILAND 2014
Fastest Growing Indian Company
Excellence Award

BECAUSE we
innovate
constantly so
that you have
unique products
that delight your
customers.

BECAUSE we deliver on time so that your sales soar
high with the right products at the right time.

3

BECAUSE we are
obsessed about good
quality so that your
customers are the
happiest and keep
coming back to you
for more, increasing
your invaluable brand
loyalty.

4

BECAUSE our products are based on regular
market survey and analysis so they sell quickly so
that your store has fresh stock all the time.

Q U I C K

TM

WORLD’S LIGHTEST JEWELLERY

Corporate Office:

Branch Offices:

Sales Queries :

Email:

3-6-290/19, 1st Floor
Sadana Building, Hyderguda,
Hyderabad - 500029

Mumbai : B-117,1st Floor, Glitz Mall, 99

Hyderabad : +91 - 40 - 66444299
Mumbai : +91 - 22 - 22448411
Chennai : +91 - 44 - 42122465
Mudit : +91 95737 72727
Order : +91 93461 38411

sales@sanghijewellers.com

Phone No. 040 - 66628411
info@sanghijewellers.com

Vitalwadi, Champagully Corner, Kalbadevi
Road, Mumbai - 400 002

Chennai : Prashanth Real Gold Tower,

9th Floor, Shop No.5, 39-A, North Usman
Road, T.Nagar, Chennai - 600 017.

order@sanghijewellers.com
export@sanghijewellers.com
chennai@sanghijewellers.com
mumbai@sanghijewellers.com

India’s Biggest Manufacturer for Ruby, Emerald, Sapphire & Uncut Diamond Studded Jewellery.

S A L E

5

BECAUSE we have a great team of dedicated
professionals so that you and we keep growing in
tandem with our dreams.

6

BECAUSE we have been
honored with many awards
for our excellence so that you
can have absolute confidence
in our abilities.

7
TM

t
experimen
trendsetters
learn
think
ing a
head

2

Best Exporter GJTCI
Excellence Award - 2013

precious jewels for precious moments

i dea

Fastest Growing
Indian Company Excellence
(IAC) Award - 2013

BECAUSE we have grown to be one of India’s
biggest Ruby, Emerald, Sapphire & Uncut Diamond
Studded Jewellery manufacturer so that there is
enough infrastructure to meet all your product
requirements.

Spine: 3.90mm
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News Bytes
GJF SEEKS NATIONAL GEMS & JEWELLERY COUNCIL STATUS AT NINTH AGM
At its ninth annual general meeting (AGM) held
on September 7, 2014, the All India Gems and
Jewellery Trade Federation (GJF) urged the
Government to grant it National Gems & Jewellery
Council status. Earlier, its Board of Directors
had approved changes, required in its Articles
of Association, for it to function as a deemed
council according to the new Companies Act. The
Union Ministry of Commerce had also forwarded
the file related to council formation, with its
recommendation, to the Department of Industrial
Policy & Promotion (DIPP).
In the course of his speech at the meet, GJF
Chairman Haresh Soni said, “The GJF is now a one
of a kind dynamic industry body and as we gear
up to attaining National Gems & Jewellery Council
status, our focus will be on education and capacity-

Speaking about engaging Government and policy makers, he added, “Policy
makers and influencers have to consider the fact that our country has a history
of giving jewellers and gold a significant place in the economy and in the social
framework. Imposing Gold Control Raj and making it the sole culprit, when so
many other variables are at play, is not right. The GJF is engaging policy makers
through dialogue and exploring all options to address significant issues facing
the industry such as reduction in gold import duties, abolishing the 80:20 Rule,
studying the impact of the new Companies Act on jewellers and facilitating a
viable and practical Hallmarking process.”
Focusing on “GJF’s commitment to stand by different constituents and
stakeholders” in the gems and jewellery sector, Manish Jain, GJF Vice Chairman,
remarked, “As we complete a decade, we shall continue to engage policy makers
on key issues and impress upon them that jewellers do not need a licence to sell
quality products as such a practice is unheard-of in any other sector or business.”
The AGM highlighted the various achievements of the GJF, drawing special
attention to the launch of its prestigious magazine Gems & Jewellery Times
on July 19, the conduct of over 30 events across India on behalf of various

Above: GJF Board Members during its ninth AGM
Below: GJF Chairman Haresh Soni lights the ceremonial lamp at the ninth AGM as Board Members look on

building, compliance, benchmarking and imagebuilding. The Action Taken Report (ATR) for 201314 indicates that the GJF has taken significant
steps for betterment and growth by creating
programmes such as Labham, Star Scheme, Trust
Mark and Preferred Manufacturer of India (PMI)
among others. We continue to facilitate the process
of making gems and jewellery businesses more
organised and professional.”

constituents and stakeholders of the gems and jewellery industry, meetings
with Union Finance Minister and other Members of Parliament and
initiation of several awareness initiatives through apex associations such as
FICCI, besides organising several buyer-seller meets, regional leadership
summits, B2B exhibitions and award functions in different parts of India.
Bachhraj Bamalwa, Past Chairman, GJF, also conveyed that the GJF had
increased its membership by 20 per cent during 2013-14. “Our intent is to
bring the smallest jeweller into the mainstream and so we have strengthened
our membership drive,” he added.
The AGM also highlighted benefits accruing to almost 1,000 jewellers
from the seven Labham training programmes that were conducted in
Rajkot, New Delhi, Behrampur, Chennai, Thane, Bangalore and Hyderabad
as well as its Trust Mark Model (TMM) initiative that is designed to help
GJF members to grow their businesses and become more efficient.
The meeting also informed the members present that during the Joint
Co-ordination Committee meeting that was held between the GJF and the
Gem & Jewellery Export Promotion Council (GJEPC) on July 20 it was
decided that such meetings would be held at least twice in a year to address
key industry issues.
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Vitaly Korovin/shutterstock.com

The All India Gems and Jewellery Trade Federation (GJF) has urged the
Government to roll back Customs duty in phases and by at least four per
cent from the present 10 per cent. It also appealed for import curbs on gold
only “beyond the optimum” required to manufacture jewellery.
In an official statement, the trade body sought reduction of Customs
duty in order to maintain a 10 per cent difference between import duties on
finished gold and silver jewellery and raw material so as to discourage entry
of low-quality jewellery into India. The GJF also sought the application of
the 80:20 Rule beyond the 55 tonnes of gold needed per month to make
jewellery. (India needs around 650 tonnes of gold annually to
make jewellery.)
The statement also said that gold cannot be single-handedly blamed
for the widening current account deficit (CAD) since gold imports in dollar
terms had dropped considerably from USD 50 billion in 2011-12 to USD 30
billion in 2013-14. “India’s gold imports — both in terms of volume as well
as dollar rates — have dropped 20-25 per cent,” said GJF Chairman Haresh
Soni, adding that India can tolerate USD 30 billion worth of gold import as
has been opined by Economic Advisory Council Chief, C. Rangarajan.
GJF Director Ashok Minawala was quoted as saying, “With a direct
workforce of 25 lakhs, the gems and jewellery industry is the second largest
employer, after the software industry. But, over the last three years, the
Gold Control Raj has threatened the livelihood of lakhs of employees and
small jewellers.”
The GJF statement said that by continuing to restrict gold, the
Government was not only losing revenue but also encouraging a parallel
economy that will exert pressure on the rupee because more dollars are
needed to ensure supply of smuggled goods. “Cartels of regulated channels
and illegal gold suppliers prevent small jewellers from getting their supply
without a hefty premium of 15-18 per cent, putting small jewellers and their
employees out of work,” lamented GJF representatives.

COMMERCE MINISTER
FAVOURS RELAXING GOLD
IMPORT DUTY
magicinfoto/shutterstock.com

GJF PROPOSES ROLLBACK OF CUSTOMS DUTY
ON GOLD

With restrictions on gold imports leading
to a rise in smuggling, Commerce and
Industry Minister Nirmala Sitharaman
has pitched for relaxing gold import duty.
“As Commerce Minister, I would want
restrictions on gold to go away because it is
hurting the potentially-powerful gems and
jewellery industry,” she said.
“Restrictions were brought in to contain
growing CAD (current account deficit)
and while they might have had an impact
on CAD, they have also brought back the
horrible days of gold smuggling. We have
been telling this to the Finance Minister,”
Sitharaman added.
In 2013-14, gold smuggling cases had
gone up to 2,441 while in 2012-13 and
2011-12, the number of cases had stood
at 869 and 500 respectively. The minister
expressed hope that the Finance Minister
would want to consider relaxing import
norms once CAD enters the comfort zone.
CAD — excess of foreign exchange outflows
over inflows — touched a historic high
of USD 88 billion or 4.7 per cent of GDP
in 2012-13, mainly due to rising imports
of gold and petroleum products. The
Government had then raised import duty
on the yellow metal to 10 per cent, while
RBI imposed curbs on import of gold and
also laid down various pre-conditions for
inward shipments.
In May, the Reserve Bank of India (RBI)
had eased gold import norms by allowing
select trading houses, in addition to already
permitted banks, to procure the precious
metal to boost exports. Gold imports had
declined 72 per cent to USD 2.19 billion
in May.
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CAD DOWN TO 1.7 PER CENT OF GDP
imposed import restrictions on the precious metal. According to Balance of
Payments (BoP) data, on net basis, both foreign direct investment (FDI) and
portfolio investment recorded inflows in the first quarter of 2014-15. While
net inflow on account of portfolio investment was USD 12.4 billion, net FDI
inflow was substantially higher at USD 8.2 billion.
“There was a net accretion of USD 11.2 billion to India’s
foreign exchange reserves in the first quarter of 2014-15
as against a draw-down of USD 0.3 billion in Q1 of
2013-14,” the RBI said. This is the third straight
quarter in which there has been a net addition
to foreign exchange reserve, reflecting an
improvement in the BoP situation.
igor kisselev/shutterstock.com

The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has announced
in a statement that India’s current account deficit
(CAD) narrowed sharply to USD 7.8 billion (1.7
per cent of GDP) in the first quarter of the 2014-15
fiscal, primarily due to contraction in trade deficit
contributed by a rise in exports and a decline in
imports. The decline in imports was primarily
led by a steep 57.2 per cent fall in gold imports,
amounting to USD 7 billion, significantly lower
than USD 16.5 billion in the April-June quarter of
2013-14.
Trade deficit contracted by about 31.4 per cent
to USD 34.6 billion in Q1 2014-15, from USD 50.5
billion in Q1 2013-14. Exports increased by 10.6
per cent in the first quarter of 2014-15 to USD 81.7
billion. Imports moderated by 6.5 per cent to USD
116.4 billion.
CAD, which is the difference between the
inflow and outflow of foreign currency, had
touched a record high of USD 87.8 billion (4.8 per
cent) in the 2012-13 fiscal, mainly on account of
steep increase in gold imports.
It had narrowed to USD 32.4 billion (1.7 per
cent) for the entire 2013-14 fiscal after government

GOLD SAVINGS SCHEME CAN BRIDGE DEMAND GAP
of India undertaking, says it is now working with commercial banks to
launch a savings account, with a three-year term, into which consumers
can deposit physical gold.
A slight relaxation of India’s gold rules in June saw imports of the
metal jump 65 per cent from May, even as GJF says that investment gold
sales fell 70 per cent over the last five months as compared to the same
period in 2013. Rising import levels, say precious metals analysts, “add to
evidence that physical gold demand in India is improving”.
With the busy wedding and festival season now getting underway, this
may indicate a degree of price support for gold from the physical side in
the coming weeks.

Timur Vildanov/shutterstock.com

According to experts, India’s much-awaited
gold savings scheme can easily unlock 200
tonnes per year from existing household
stockpiles, while helping boost legal supplies
and reduce smuggling in the world’s number
one gold-buying nation. They say that the
annual private sector requirement is around
900 tonnes and the economy can afford to
import around 700 tonnes. The balance will be
easily bridged by effective schemes such as gold
deposit. Illegal gold smuggling into India, since
the anti-import rules were introduced in 2013,
has been estimated at 200 tonnes by market
development organisation, World Gold Council.
With perhaps 25,000 tonnes of gold held
by Indian households and temples — the
world’s heaviest gold buyers until mid-2013’s
strict rules — banks and government officials
have repeatedly talked about “mobilising”
some of India's existing stockpiles. The GJF
has already proposed the Rashtriya Swarna
Nivesh programme, which had been approved
in principle by the earlier UPA Government.
MMTC-PAMP, a joint venture between Pamp
SA, Switzerland and MMTC, a Government
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JEWELLERY DEMAND DIPS 14 PER CENT
The latest data from the World Gold Council, a trade body, shows that
gold investment demand was down 62 per cent year-on-year to just
94.3 tonnes in the first half of 2014. Jewellery demand too dipped 14
per cent year-on-year to 300 tonnes.
Although a poor monsoon may have held back demand in rural
areas where household income is largely reliant on the agriculture
sector, consumer confidence improved following the May elections.
Analysts estimate that the gold industry grew between 15 and 20
per cent year-on-year in terms of sales and footfall around Onam, a
celebration of harvest that took place in the south of India. This year
investors are watching the key market closely, following a period of
muted demand when bourses have rallied and supply has been choked.
Premiums – the added price traders in India are willing to pay abovethe
global price once duties are paid – have dropped from highs of over

$150 per ounce to $30 per ounce, according
to analysts. As jewellers stock up on inventory
ahead of the festival season and amid signs of
a gradual pick-up in consumer demand, gold
premiums or prices charged by suppliers in
excess of the gold rate have increased slightly.
Jewellers said that the decline in prices by
around $27 an ounce in early September
also helped Indian gold prices take their cues
from the metal’s overseas rate as the country
imports much of its consumption.
Analysts say that even though the
government has been saying that given the
country’s CAD any immediate cut in Customs
duty is unlikely, prices are sure to fall if it
were to cut duty by even two per cent.

DAZZLING DEITIES
The 2014 Durga Puja of Sree Bhumi Sporting Club in Kolkata stood
out distinctively among the 2,000-odd brightly-illuminated pandals in
the city. The idols of Durga, Lakshmi and Saraswati at the pandal were
decked up in diamond jewellery created by leading city-based jeweller
Nemichand Bamalwa & Sons. Apart from their dazzling crowns,
specially-designed diamond nose rings, ear rings and necklaces were
also crafted for the deities. In 2013, the deities of the Shree Bhumi
puja pandal had worn jewellery made of gold.
A tight security blanket — around a dozen private guards and five
armed policemen — was laid to protect the diamond jewellery worth
R10 crore, as streams of pandal-hoppers queued up to be dazzled
by the brilliantly-sparkling idols. Bachhraj Bamalwa of Nemichand
Bamalwa & Sons said that the jewellery adorning Devi Durga alone
was worth more than R50 million.
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RISE IN SWISS GOLD EXPORTS TO INDIA

Netfalls - Remy Musser/shutterstock.com

As the debate continues on black money stashed
away by Indians in Swiss banks, the country now
accounts for nearly 42 per cent of total gold and
silver leaving Switzerland shores, the largest for
any single country. According to the latest official
data of the Swiss Government, its total export of
gold, silver and coins in the month of June 2014
stood at 3.9 billion Swiss francs (over R26,000
crore), out of which India alone accounted for 1.63
billion Swiss francs (about R11,000 crore).

This has taken the overall Swiss exports so
far in 2014 to 32.1 billion Swiss francs (about
R2.15 lakh crore). Of this, shipments to India have
reached nearly R50,000 crore (7.3 billion Swiss
francs). Under global pressure, Switzerland had
earlier this year agreed to provide country-wise
breakdown of its gold trade. An analysis of the
Swiss government's bullion export data shows that

India accounted for 41.91 per cent of total exports during June, up from 33
per cent in May and at just about 14 per cent at the start of this year. The gold
exports to India in January 2014 stood at less than one billion Swiss francs,
but has been consistently rising since then. In contrast, Switzerland’s overall
bullion exports had risen in February to over 8 billion Swiss francs, from about
7 billion Swiss francs, but fell for three consecutive months thereafter to 3.7
billion Swiss francs in May.
In June, Turkey came a distant second after India with less than USD 500
million Swiss franc of Swiss bullion export. Other major destinations were
UAE, Singapore and Hong Kong, as also major economies like US, UK, China,
France and Germany.
The latest data comes at a time when India has stepped up pressure on
Switzerland to share information on alleged stashing of black money by
Indians in Swiss banks. Switzerland has committed to cooperate in India's fight
against black money and has also invited an Indian delegation to visit Berne for
discussions in this regard.
However, government and banking sources say that a new strategy of
‘layering’ through gold and diamond trade has come to light as Swiss banks try
to thwart attempts to identify the real owners of funds entrusted with them.
There is growing suspicion that a portion of gold and diamond trade is being
used to route funds from Swiss banks to India and other destinations.
Layering is a key stage in money laundering and involves moving illicit
funds around the financial system through a complex series of deals to
complicate the paper trail. This layering typically takes place between the first
stage — placement of black money in the financial system either in cash vaults
or through a series of cash or sham financial transactions — and before the final
integration stage when money is put back into the financial system through
various transactions.In the meantime, banks in Switzerland have introduced
new undertakings wherein customers agree to take responsibility for any
possible regulatory or administrative compliance with international norms.

GOLD PRICES SLUMP TO THREE-MONTH LOW

Standard gold (99.5 purity) dropped by R100 to
finish at R27,100 per 10 grams from the earlier
level of R27,300 in early September. Pure gold
(99.9 purity) also fell by R95 to settle at R27,350
per 10 grams compared to R27,445. Silver (.999
fineness), however, edged up by R85 to conclude
at R42,450 per kg. Globally, the yellow metal
remained under heavy sell-off after the dollar
surged to a 14-month high against a basket of
major currencies amid easing of geo-political
tensions. Spot gold was lower at USD 1,254.60 an
ounce in early European trade.

Data compiled by Incrementum AG suggests that gold has become expensive
compared to many of the commodities selected and as pointed out in its
brilliant report, ‘In Gold We Trust – 2014’: “A longer term look at gold shows
that the current correction is still below average. The average price decline of
the previous six bear markets was 43 per cent.”

desertfox99/shutterstock.com

Continuing its short-term downtrend, gold prices
slumped to hit a three-month low on the domestic
bullion market due to consistent unwinding from
jewellery stockists and traders and amid lack of
local buying support. Silver, on the other hand,
moved up, owing to renewed industrial off-take.
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GOLD LOSES SHEEN AS INVESTMENT CLASS: WEALTHRAYS

Graph representing the correlation of gold with equity markets

With easing of geo-political tensions and strong global equity markets,
the investors’ primary focus on equities and gold is losing its sheen as
an Investment class, states a recent report by WealthRays Securities.
Strong economic data around the world have been driving equity
markets which are keeping the focus firmly on equities. Fed has
indicated that there could be quantitative easing in the near future,
which could put a lot of pressure on gold prices. Fed may also hike
interest rates early next year which could shift the focus of investors
away from gold towards other asset classes like bonds. The European
Union has also been facing disinflation and could take steps to stimulate

the economy which could again drive gold
prices down. Thus the fundamentals are
looking very weak for gold and its value
is expected to fall in the coming year.
However, retail buying could provide
support at lower levels and could prevent a
steep fall in gold prices. Gold futures may
be expected to trade in the range of
R25,000-25,500 in the next six months
to a year.

The Government rationalised basic Customs duty at 2.5 per cent for all
kinds of diamonds, a move which has been hailed by the industry. While
presenting the Budget for this year, Finance Minister Arun Jaitley said, “The
basic Customs duty on semi-processed, half-cut or broken diamonds, cut and
polished diamonds and coloured gemstones is being rationalised at 2.5 per
cent to prevent misuse and avoid assessment disputes.” He also added that
pre-forms of precious and semi-precious stones would be fully exempted from
basic Customs duty to encourage exports.At present, semi-processed, half
cut or broken diamonds are exempted from basic Customs duty, while cut
and polished diamonds and coloured gemstones attract basic Customs duty
of two per cent.Welcoming the government’s move on diamonds, the Gems
and Jewellery Export Promotion Council (GJEPC) said, “The jewellery sector
is largely disappointed as import duty on gold has not been reduced even by
two-three per cent, which will continue to encourage gold smuggling.”

FreshPaint/shutterstock.com

GOVERNMENT RATIONALISES DUTY ON
DIAMONDS
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In the months from June to August, 214
tonnes of gold is estimated to have entered
India. Gold import which was 64 tonnes in
August 2012 had fallen to 10 tonnes in August
2013 due to stringent and ambiguous import
norms. However, in August 2014, 70 tonnes
are estimated to have been imported, higher
than 47 tonnes in July — due to June’s carryforward stock.
Bachhraj Bamalwa, Director, GJF, said,
“Consumer demand is expected to pick
up in the next few weeks. The demand of
manufacturers has also started since jewellers
want to be prepared to meet the festive and
marriage season demand.” Also, with prices
down 15.7 per cent over a year, consumers are
likely to come forward now.
The increase in demand is expected to
result in a further rise in premiums. A source
close to importers of gold said, “We see
premiums going up to $20-25 an ounce in the
near future.” Another private sector importer
said premiums might stabilise around $25. At
that level, there will be an attraction to import,
which will keep premiums under check.
Gold prices internationally are widely
expected to fall or stay subdued, but in India
the rising premiums should adjust the falling
price. In India, investment demand has not

nobeastsofierce/shutterstock.com

214 TONNES GOLD IMPORTED BETWEEN JUNE AND AUGUST

returned. However, the jewellery segment has seen improvement. In its
report on the gold demand trend for the June quarter, the World Gold
Council said, “Bar and coin investors continue to sit on the sidelines.
Indian investment demand, already enormously overshadowed by last
year’s record levels, continued to be hampered by government policies
banning coin imports. Sales of coins and investment products during the
auspicious Akshaya Tritiya festival were muted, with many consumers
shifting their attention to jewellery.”

GSI CONDUCTS EMPOWERMENT PROGRAMME
Gemological Science International (GSI) a fullservice, high-tech lab designed specifically to
meet the rapidly-changing needs of the jewellery
industry, conducted an intensive one-day
empowerment programme for Adgaonkar Saraf
Jewellers in Nashik. The programme included a
seminar followed by workshops.
According to Ashish Kekede, CEO, Adgaonkar
Jewellers, “This seminar and workshop will
empower all our employees to operate our business
in a more professional manner and attract more
consumers to the jewellery store.” GSI CEO, Mark
Gershburg, added, “The session has been specially
designed to empower store sales representatives
to manage their business more effectively and
efficiently.”The GSI holds seminars and workshops
in different cities to create awareness among
consumers and the industry. 
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GOLD SMUGGLERS TRY NEW WAYS TO GET
INTO SOUTH INDIA
Smugglers are looking for new routes to slip gold into south India
via the Mumbai, Mangalore and Cochin airports. While a lot of
gold was seized recently at the Cochin International Airport from
passengers arriving from places such as Dubai, Sharjah, Singapore
and Malaysia, the Customs department also managed to seize
about 1.5 kg gold from a passenger who came in from the Maldives.
“Smugglers are routing gold through different countries as a decoy.
In this case, the gold was bought from Dubai, but handed over to
the carrier at Male in Maldives,” said a Customs official.

Arena Photo UK/shutterstock.com
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TAJ MAHAL MINIATURE
REPLICA NEARING
COMPLETION

The project on creating a miniature replica
of the Taj Mahal by a group of 35 jewellery
artisans in Bhopal is nearing completion. The
estimated cost of this miniature Taj Mahal is
R25 crore, which its makers expect to sell for
a whopping R100 crore in the international
market. Being manufactured without
machinery, with total accuracy in 30,000 parts,
the basic structure of the replica will be of
copper, while the cover plates will be made of
gold, silver and diamonds.
Eyeing the Guinness Book of World
Records, the Taj Mahal has 32 doors, 25 domes
and a boundary made of gold weighing 10
kg. Each door has two diamonds worth R6
crore and instead of marble, 400 kg of silver
is being used. An initiative of Star and Gems,
35 jewellery artisans have been working on the
project for the last three years.
The perfect matching of colours is a real
challenge, but every effort is being taken to
complete the jaali work with utmost intricacy.
The artisans are also cautiously working on
the inscriptions on the walls of the Taj since
a single mistake could hurt the religious
sentiments of the people. The craftsmen claim
that the meenakari work on the replica would
last for 500 years.

With law enforcers closely monitoring passengers from countries
that see high smuggling activity, smugglers are forced to route gold
through other countries. What alerted Customs officials in this case was
the fact that the passenger carrying the contraband had flown to Male
from Kochi airport on September 1 to return the very next day. His
handler based in Dubai, allegedly bought the gold from the Gulf country
and contacted the accused, asking him to fly to Male for a job. The
two met in Maldives, where the gold was melted, coated on thin iron
rods and slipped into the plastic beading of the suitcase. The carrier’s
responsibility was to simply bring the luggage back to Kochi and hand it
over to an agent of the smuggling racket.
“Our department, however, is aware of this modus operandi and we
are keeping a close watch on passengers coming in,” the official said.
Gold smuggling cases in Bangalore have gone up after the rise in import
duty since January 2013. Officials say that restrictions on gold imports
have also led to an increase in smuggling. An RBI circular issued in
mid-2013 imposed restrictions by allowing only a few nominated
agencies to import gold and on condition that one-fifth of all bullion
imports are re-exported.
According to P. A. Sharavana, president of the Karnataka
Jewellers' Association, “With import duty continuing at 10 per cent, it
is now equal to paying approximately R3 lakh for every kilogram of gold
imported,” he said, adding that this has led to an increase in cases of
smuggling. 
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Businessand
pleasure
From the entertaining GJF Nite to the educational Labham and
B2B networking platforms Abhushanam and PMI Grand Buyer
Seller Meet, the calendar of GJF Initiatives in the past couple of
months was both invigorating and enjoyable for members.

GJF NITE 2014 IN MUMBAI
The sixth edition of GJF Nite was celebrated
with much enthusiasm at the Renaissance Hotel
in Mumbai on July 19, 2014. The signature
event of the All India Gems and Jewellery Trade
Federation (GJF) was a glittering affair that
was attended by over 1,500 members, industry
dignitaries and foreign delegates — all of whom
used the platform to engage and network with
industry mates.
Nitin Kadam, Chairman of the GJF Nite
Committee said, “Jewellers from all over India
come for the India International Jewellery Show
(IIJS) and a social networking meet like the
GJF Nite is the perfect platform to interact.
The entertainment programme is also a
stress-buster.”
The highlight of the music and fashion
extravaganza was the launch of GJF’s newest
initiative, a B2B magazine christened Gems
& Jewellery Times. The inaugural issue of
the magazine, expected to cover all aspects of
India’s gems and jewellery sector, was unveiled
by Rupa Dutta, Economic Advisor, Union
Ministry of Commerce in the presence of an
august gathering, including GJF Chairman
Haresh Soni, GJF Vice Chairman Manish Jain,
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TOP: Ankesh Soni and Prajit Soni of
GJF Chairman
Haresh
delivers
his
Premji
Valji receive
the Soni
Trustmark
certificate
from
speechMinawala
at the sixth edition of GJF Nite.
Ashok
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Beat Breakers, a participant team on India’s Got Talent
Season 5, perform a spellbinding act at GJF Nite.

GJF Publication, Website & PR Communication
Chairman Bachhraj Bamalwa, other Board
members and film actor Mugdha Godse.
The national champions of the World Skill
Competition were also felicitated by dignitaries
from the GJF and the Gems & Jewellery Skill
Council of India (GJSCI).
The evening presented by R. M. Jewellery and
powered by CVM was fun-filled and entertaining.
Showstopper Mugdha Godse, along with other
beautiful models, showcased unique collections
from R. M. Jewellery, CVM, Swarovski Gems,
Dassani Brothers and Jai Gulab Dev Jewellers.
The event was sponsored by R. M. Jewellery,
CVM, Dassani Brothers, Jai Gulab Dev Jewellers,
Swarovski Gemstones, Forever Mark, Shringar
House of Mangalsutra, Diavisz Jewel Corporation
and Bright Outdoor Media.

India’s Got Talent Season 5 winner Ragini Makkar and her
troupe Naadyog enthral the audience at GJF Nite.
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National champions of the World Skill Competition with GJF and GJSCI dignitaries.

Bollywood actor and showstopper of the GJF
Nite, Mugdha Godse, takes a bow.
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Rupa Dutta, Economic Advisor, Union Ministry of Commerce and
Bollywood actor Mugdha Godse with GJF Board members during the
release of the Gems & Jewellery Times.

Gems & Jewellery Times being released by Rupa Dutta,
Economic Advisor, Union Ministry of Commerce.
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ABHUSHANAM IN RAIPUR
The third edition of GJF Initiative
Abhushanam, a B2B exhibition, was held at
Hotel VW Canyon in Raipur on September 20.
The event was inaugurated by Chhattisgarh
Environment and Housing Minister Rajesh
Munat in the presence of an august gathering
that included GJF Vice Chairman Manish
Jain, GJF Regional Chairman Ashok Bardia,
Nitin Khandelwal of GJF Board of Directors
(BOD), Nilesh Shah of GJF Governing Board of
Directors (GBOD) and Sribash Dasmohapatara,
GJF Executive Director.
Abhushanam featured 31 key exhibitors
comprising manufacturers and wholesalers
who showcased some of the finest collections
in couture jewellery as well as fine gold, silver,
platinum and diamond jewellery. Speaking at
the event Ashok Bardia said that Abhushanam’s
aim is to give a platform to local industry
players who have the capability to cater to
growing needs and demands of the local as well
as surrounding market.
This edition of Abhushanam could
capitalise on the upward trend that is visible in
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the industry because of the forthcoming festive
season as well as the present low price of gold.
The exhibition’s success was evident as more
than 3,000 visitors attended the two-day event.
It also prompted Nilesh Shah and Ashok Bardia
to suggest that Abhushanam is conducted in
other regions to give jewellers a platform to
interact and forge business relationships at the
regional level.

LABHAM IN BANGALORE AND HYDERABAD
Labham, GJF’s educational programme for
jewellery business owners, was held at Bangalore
and Hyderabad on August 17 and August 31
respectively. The seminar and workshops at both
places evoked overwhelming response from local
jewellers who welcomed the GJF Initiative as “an
effective platform for helping to define business
strategy”.
Labham is a timely Initiative since the
jewellery business is now passing through
difficult times, with increasing competition from
branded jewellery stores, greater consumer
awareness about quality, increasing pressure
of new taxation policies and other changing
equations.
The programmes in the two cities followed
the Initiative’s successful launch in Rajkot on
June 1, 2014 and thereafter at Delhi, Berhampur
and Thane.
The purpose of Labham — to educate small and
medium jewellers on important business aspects,
to enhance the reach of GJF to the grass-roots and
boost the overall image of the trade — was more
than fulfilled at the Bangalore and Hyderabad
programmes. “After attending this workshop, I can
expect to give a novel direction to managing my
jewellery business,” said a participant.
The August 17 and August 31 programmes
emphasised on the essentials of putting an
entire system in place through personality
development, attitude and ethical business
practices. They focused on the seven steps to
increase profitability of the jewellery business,
understanding current business practices and
defining changes, developing a system for longterm growth, importance of insurance policies
and benefits, record management, inventory
management, bookkeeping and information
about taxation applicable to the jewellery sector
and personality development, attitude and
ethical business practices.
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PMI GRAND BUYER SELLER MEET IN DELHI
The GJF successfully conducted its Preferred Manufacturer of India (PMI)’s
Grand Buyer Seller Meet (GBSM) at Hyatt Regency in New Delhi from August
31 to September 2. The GJF’s primary goal — to introduce prominent retailers
to the best jewellery manufacturers from across India — was more than
fulfilled when 50 PMI participants and more than 183 prominent retailers of
the gems and jewellery industry did outstanding business during the three-day
event. The PMI GBSM created a valuable platform for increasing the supply
chain management and easing the procurement process of retailers.
On the first day of the networking meet, a musical programme ‘Arabian
Nite’, with mesmerising Sufi music performances, held the audience in thrall.
The second day also had its share of light-hearted moments with Amit Jadhav
dancing to video clips on an LED screen and inspiring others to join in as well.
GJF’s Preferred Manufacturer of India programme has achieved
tremendous success since its launch in 2011. In the first edition of the PMI
programme, the GJF had conducted nine Grand Buyer Seller Meets across
the country, thereby attaining credibility and confidence of participating
members. The GJF has, in turn, been inspired by members drawing mileage
from this innovative and promising Initiative.
Seven Grand Buyer Seller Meets have been scheduled under the second
PMI programme, of which four have already been conducted. The remaining
three are expected to be held in the coming months.The New Delhi meet
was the fourth such meet of the second edition of Grand PMI Programme
(PMI 2) and had BVC Logistics as the official logistics partner. The GJF has
successfully held approximately 2,775 such unique meets in three days.
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Art of

luxury
retail
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In contrast to India, the concept of luxury, globally, goes beyond
jewellery to include apparel, accessories, watches, wines, spirits and
more. But, of late, with Indians getting exposure to global markets,
the customer mindscape here is changing, causing worry for the
Indian gems and jewellery industry since it now faces the risk of
losing its share of both mind and wallet to other luxury products.
Neelesh Hundekari and Subhendu Roy highlight a few lessons
that Indian jewellers can imbibe from global luxury retailers.
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Globally, jewellery comprises a mere
five-ten per cent of the luxury industry. In India,
on the other hand, its share is 18-20 per cent .

In India, jewellery has been the symbol of luxury
since time immemorial. The rich and the powerful
invested in jewellery as a statement of their
wealth and taste for the good life while the middle
classes have done so because, until the turn of the
millennium, there were not many options — other
than a house and a car — for luxury-spend.
Globally, however, the concept of luxury has
always been broader, with customers fancying and
spending on luxury apparel, accessories, watches,
wines and spirits. In fact, jewellery, including
watches, comprises only five to 10 per cent of the
luxury industry — even though top-end jewellers
such as Tiffany and Harry Winston are viewed as an
integral part of the luxury industry and jewellery is
an essential constituent of the product portfolio of
luxury majors like Bvlgari, Cartier, Chanel
and Chopard.
In India, on the other hand, top-end jewellery
forms 18-20 per cent of the luxury industry! People
here buy jewellery for multiple reasons ranging from
tradition and adornment to investment and even
religious convictions.
Of late, however, with Indians getting exposure
to global markets and beginning to spend on
products other than jewellery, the mindsets of
customers here are changing as well. This is a
cause for worry for the gems and jewellery industry
and it now faces the risk of losing its share of both
mind and wallet to other luxury products. It is
time, therefore, that it adopted lessons from the
global luxury industry which, albeit similar in many
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MIDDLE LEFT: Luxury
retailers go to great
lengths to ensure
consistent experience
for consumers across
touchpoints — from
boxes to advertising and
even shop windows.
MIDDLE RIGHT:
Victoria Beckham,
fashion designer, model
and singer, makes a
statement with the iconic
Hermes Birkin bag.

respects, also provides some
interesting contrasts.

own and that will last for several years. The
Hermes Birkin bag is a good example. Tiffany,
Chanel and Harry Winston all have very tight
product ranges and are launched as individual
iconic pieces or as collections around a
theme/occasion.
Similar (high) sales productivity: In most
retail sectors in India, the sales productivity
compared to global benchmarks is much
lower, by a factor of 2-3X. Jewellery is the
only sector where this is exactly the opposite.
An average jeweller in India would easily
do business worth USD five to six million
per store, whereas the average revenue per
store for a jewellery store in the Western
world (mid-market national jewellery chain)
would be around USD one million. In fact,
the sales productivity of Indian jewellers is

Some similarities, many
contrasts
Comparison on a few key financial metrics
throws up some interesting differences.
Global luxury play is characterised by a
narrow product range, high sales productivity,
high gross margins, high marketing spends,
healthy EBITDA (earnings before interest,
taxes, depreciation and amortisation) and
moderate ROCE (return on capital employed).
On the other hand, Indian jewellery retail is
characterised by a wider product range, high
sales productivity, lower gross margins, low
marketing spends and higher ROCE. The table
below summarises the key differences.

Metric

Indian National/ Global Luxury
Regional
Retailers
Jewellery
Retailers

Number of SKUs per store

~2000

~200 per category

Sales productivity (sales per
sq. ft. per month)

INR 10,000 – 18,000

INR 10,000 – 15,000

Gross margin (% of sales)

15-25 %

>60 %

Marketing spend (% of sales)

3-5 %

6-12 %

EBIT

~10 %

~20 %

ROCE

20-30 %
Can be higher with
gold lease and harvest
schemes

10-20 %

Inventory turns

~3

~2

10X difference in product range: An Indian
jeweller would stock on an average 2000 SKUs
(stock keeping units) in every store whereas a
global luxury brand would store no more than
200 — a difference of 10X. The key reasons are:
• The customer profile targeted by a jeweller
in India is very wide;
• Indian customers are accustomed to seeing a
wide variety before making up their minds;
• Designs are seen as a differentiator, but with
little or no intellectual property protection,
tend to be rapidly copied.
For global luxury brands, every single
product and SKU is a work of art and an
expression of the brand. As such, a lot of effort
goes into designing and ruthlessly selecting
the final range. These brands aspire to create
blockbuster designs, one that everyone wants to
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FACING PAGE (RIGHT
AND EXTREME
RIGHT): Global luxury
retailers like Cartier and
Bvlgari depend on
top-of-the-line visual
merchandising to drive
consumption.

FOR INDIAN jewellers, it is
their heritage or reputation, the large
wedding market and the ubiquitous
need for jewellery and investment
that drives footfalls.
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or reputation or differentiation (range,
design, price, personalised service), the
large wedding market and, of course, the
ubiquitous need for jewellery and investment
that drives footfalls.

quite similar to the topmost luxury retailers,
even though only a fraction of their customers
consume other luxury products.
For global luxury retailers, it is high brandpull, top-of-the-line marketing and outstanding
product quality that drives footfalls. For Indian
jewellers, it is their brand name, heritage

3X difference in gross margins, 2X
in EBIT: While gross margins of 60 per
cent and above are pretty common in global
luxury retail, Indian jewellers would be
happy if they made 20 per cent. These high
gross margins allow global luxury retailers to
spend large sums on marketing and still be
able to manage their bottom line.
Global luxury retailers take pride
in pricing their products to make them
exclusive, whereas an Indian jeweller is
hesitant to ask for a design fee, forget the
brand premium. Jewellery is sold on a
cost-plus basis and the only options for
a jeweller are to charge a premium on
diamonds or a mark-up on making charges.
In a competitive market, unless the customer
acknowledges and is willing to pay for the
investment in design and brand, this will
remain an issue.
The similarities and differences do tell
a story of contrasts — a set of fundamental
business choices that Indian jewellers need
to make:
• Design and range trade-off: Relative
importance of design in the value
proposition
• Brand building: Investing in building a
brand and charging a premium for it
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ABOVE: Global luxury
retailers such as Tiffany
& Co take great pains to
define what the brand
stands for.
RIGHT: Luxury
retailers build a
mystique around the
brand by creating a
collection of iconic
designs around a theme
such as Chopard's
Green Carpet collection
of “sustainable” luxury
watches.
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Design and range trade-off
Indian jewellers do create some great designs
and the variety is to be seen to be believed.
Traditional designs themselves offer a huge
variety. However, ‘design-as-a-differentiator’ is
in a nascent stage and the retailer is not able to
charge any premium for it; trust and variety are
still the more popular bases of differentiation.
As the market matures, retailers can
experiment with using other levers of
differentiation such as finish and product
quality, use of new and innovative materials
and truly outstanding designs. Globally,
luxury retailers have invested in building
iconic designs — this is something very few
Indian jewellers have tried, but it is clearly an
alternative to having a wide range. If Indian
jewellers can create outstanding designs tailored
for their target customers, they can easily
optimise with customers getting what they
want within a smaller range. But, if the target
customer segment is unclear, or the definition
is too wide, then a wider range is essential to
ensure decent conversions of footfalls into sales.
Design can also help retailers create or
enter new customer or geographic segments.
Global luxury players invest in identifying and
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entering new and growing niches early on and
through exclusive designs. Take for instance
Louis Vuitton, Richemont and Burberry which
successfully created designs that appealed to the
“new rich” — aspirational yet wearable apparel
and accessories in both formal and fashionable
settings. This helped them retain their core and
grow fast in newer markets like China and South
East Asia.

Brand investments and brand
premium
Global luxury retailers invest tremendously in
building a brand. They believe that their brand
is their most valuable asset and take great pains
to define what the brand stands for, preserving
the heritage of the brand, investing huge sums
of money in marketing and communication.
They go to great lengths to ensure that the
brand experience for the customer is consistent
across all touch points — from the boxes
and bags to the behaviour of sales staff to
visual merchandising in shop windows to
advertisements in all media, as well as the
online experience.
Of course, this allows them to charge a high
premium for their products. Over a period of
time, the pride and belief in the brand becomes
so strong that it gets ingrained in the culture
of the company. Iconic designs supported by
huge brand building efforts create blockbuster
products that then further build the mystique
of the brand. Global luxury retailers typically
spend six to 12 per cent of their revenue on
advertising and promotion.
Indian jewellers have relied on their
traditional heritage and word-of-mouth
marketing. Over the last 10-15 years this has
changed and marketing investments have
increased to three to five per cent.

Design as a differentiator is in a
nascent stage in India and the retailer is not able to
charge any premium for it; trust and variety are still the
more popular bases of differentiation.
Most lifestyle magazines in India are now full of jewellery
advertisements. The brand is the pull that is needed to get into a
customer’s consideration-set — which is typically three brands. As
competition increases, it becomes more and more difficult for a jeweller to
enter this consideration-set. And if the brand is not in the considerationset, there is no chance of it being able to sell to the customer. Once a brand
is part of the consideration-set, the product range, the service experience,
and pricing can be converted into a walk-in.
For their investments in brand building, a few large players have
also started charging a small premium, through slightly higher diamond
prices or making charges. However, jewellers are still hesitant to ask for a
premium for their designs, something in which they invest significant time
and effort.

Lessons to learn from Indian jewellers
Indian jewellery industry, on the other hand, has a significant lesson to
offer to the global luxury industry — on how to sustain high shareholder
returns in a low margin business through efficient inventory management.
Indian jewellery retail has seen very high ROCE (~ 2X that of global
luxury retail). Indian jewellers have leveraged the gold lease and harvest
schemes and have also managed their inventory much better. Inventory
turns of up to three times are achievable in India with an optimal
diamond-gold mix, sound operational planning and monitoring.
Compared to this, many global luxury retailers have lower inventory
turns and could look towards Indian retailers for operational efficiencies —
it is not easy to have up to three inventory turns with such a high product
range. That is a necessity in the low gross margin Indian jewellery business
which is, of course, helped immensely by the Indian fascination for gold.
To sum up, design and range trade-off, and investment in brand
building is something that Indian jewellers could learn from global luxury
brands. This is essential as the Indian customer evolves from spending
primarily on jewellery to considering other luxury products as well. 
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Channels of

communication
E- commerce is no doubt the current buzzword, but jewellery retailers are still
hesitant about going online. Jeetendra Joshi explains why embracing
omni-channel retailing could be beneficial for business.

Marketing and Strategy,
of e-commerce solution
provider Martjack. He
was earlier Category
Head (Jewellery and
Watches) at eBay
and Vice President
e-commerce at Gitanjali
Gems.

The connected consumer
With India ranking third in terms of the number
of internet users, more and more consumers
are becoming digitally connected. The Indian
consumer is spending more time online than in
reading newspapers or watching television. He

has more than one device which is connected
and is accessing and consuming information
on desktops, laptops, tablets and mobiles. He is
also sharing good and bad experiences through
Facebook, WhatsApp and so on. As a matter
of fact, the first thing that most people do in
the morning, even before brushing their teeth,
is check messages on their cell phones! They
also use various channels and devices to buy
products, including jewellery. Can retailers then
afford to miss this phenomenon? Definitely not;
they need to be ready and give the consumer a
seamless experience across touch points. Large
numbers of consumers expect retailers to use
technology to improve their in-store shopping
experience. They also expect retailers to provide
similar experiences, irrespective of the channel
he would prefer to transact through.
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JOSHI is Director,

Albeit a number of retailers in India have realised
the benefits of e-commerce and set up online
stores, many still refrain from embracing this
channel of retailing. The reasons proffered are
diverse. While some are sure that eCommerce is
just a fad that will eventually disappear, others
consider it futile to invest in a proposition that is
expensive and does not appear to pose any threat
as yet. Again, many would prefer to wait out and
see how competitors fare, while still others plead
an absence of manpower within the organisation.
According to studies, the penetration of
eCommerce in India will be only 10 per cent of
overall retail by the year 2016. However, digitallyinfluenced purchases are going to be much more.
So, retailers need to understand that it is not just
e-commerce but omni-channel retailing that is
most certain to benefit business.
According to Wikipedia, omni-channel
retailing is the evolution of multi-channel
retailing, only that it concentrates more on a
seamless approach to the consumer experience
through all available shopping channels such as
mobile internet devices, computers, brick-andmortar, television, radio, direct mail, catalogue
and so on.
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The omni-channel customer

Omni-channel
customers are not an isolated
segment. They comprise every
shopper and every potential customer
and if traditional retailers hope to
survive, they must embrace
omni-channel retailing
channel programmes, in fact, can produce two to
20 per cent increment in store sales.

Being where the consumer wants
Large numbers of Gen Y consumers have made
purchases from an online retailer instead of their
preferred offline retailer, simply because they
were able to order the same online and receive
better service and experience. The various ways
in which a consumer expects to get served is by:
• Having the product shipped home
• Shopping online and then picking up at
the store
• Shop at the store but have the product
delivered at home
• Picking up the product from a convenient
venue (Amazon India’s petrol pump
pick-up), and
• Easy returns

Veronica Lara/Shutterstock.com

A connected consumer’s journey is like this:
he sees your advertisement in the newspaper
and while on his way to office, checks out the
jewellery on his mobile. He sees whether the
products are available only in a brick-andmortar store or also online. At lunchtime, he
reads through reviews on Facebook and takes
the opinion of his friends via social media.
While doing research online he also chats with
an executive or calls the call centre to get his
queries answered. If satisfied, he checks out your
store locator on the website. If he resides in the
same city, he could visit the store and physically
check the product. Thereafter, he will choose
the most convenient method of ordering. In
the above scenario, the consumer has travelled
across various touch points related to your brand
or store and is expecting to have a seamless
experience which does not vary. He will not wish
to buy your brand unless he receives service that
is consistent across channels.
And yes, omni-channel customers are not an
isolated segment. They comprise every shopper
and every potential customer. According to Darrel
Rihby, “If traditional retailers hope to survive,
they must embrace omni-channel retailing
and also transform the one big feature internet
retailers lack — stores — from a liability into
an asset.” (The Future of Shopping —Harvard
Business Review). As a matter of fact, eBay’s
Enterprise Internal Client Data reveals that omni-
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Prioritising omni-channel
initiatives
The topmost priority is to make store inventory
available online and the accompanying chart
shows the omni-channel initiatives one needs
to prioritise in terms of incremental sales and
relative ease of implementation.
1. Ship from store
2. Associate ordering in store for the stock not
available in that particular store (mobile
or tablet)
3. Buy online and ship to store
4. Buy online and pick up at store
With ship-from-store you transform your
retail stores into “virtual distribution centres”
(rather than investing on additional distribution
centres). You also maintain less inventory overall
and thereby increase inventory turnover, not to
mention that putting inventory closer to your
customers reduces shipping cost. For example, if
you have an order from Chandigarh, but no stock
available in your Chandigarh store, you can get
your Delhi store to ship it to the customer and
thereby minimise missed sales opportunities.
Associate-ordering-in-store, on the other
hand, is like having a virtual floor in your store
and you can imagine other possibilities of omni-

channel initiatives increasing your revenue —
both retail and online.
Buy-online-and-ship-to-store provides a
unique advantage in the jewellery, fashion and
footwear categories where size and fit plays an
important role. So, even if a store does not have
a particular product, it can have the product
shipped in from another warehouse or store for
the consumer to come and pick it up.
In the buy-online-and-pick-up-at-store
method, store inventory is mapped and
location-based products are showcased. A
consumer in this case can pick the product from
a conveniently-located store and thereby save
on shipping. This can work perfectly well for
consumers who want the product immediately.
Creating a seamless and integrated experience
that allows customers to receive the same
product information, same price and same brand
experience — whether in-store or online — is
now a business imperative for retailers. Jewellery
retailers should therefore ask themselves: Does
my brand offer an omni-channel shopping
experience? Does my action place the customer at
the very centre? If the answer is no, it is time
to take a step back and initiate changes that
can equip the brand to embrace changing
consumer behaviour. 
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Managing

inventory

Retailing can be tough, especially during the festive and wedding season
which is perhaps the most important sales period of the year for gems
and jewellery businesses. If businesses stock up too much inventory,
they may cut into profits; if inventory is inadequate, there could be a
stock-out. Inventory management is thus crucial and it is important that
businesses hit the ground running, says Prabir Chatterjee.

PRABIR
CHATTERJEE
is Director, Mirrar
Jewels Pvt. Ltd. and
Director, GJF.

As businesses grow, there arises the need to
start tracking inventory. Inventory management
typically refers to managing material resources —
for jewellery businesses, it is the sum of products
in the retail store and raw material and product
at the warehouse at any particular point in time
— so that the business can earn revenue in
the future.
For every jewellery store, inventory is the
single largest asset that the business can have.
However, this asset often becomes a liability
when the level of inventory is in excess of the
level required. What happens in such cases is that
not only is inventory in excess but in many cases
also old and outdated.
The majority of businesses justify the
existence of this excess inventory by thinking
it “will sell tomorrow” or “it is worth more now
than when it was purchased”; and, while they feel

controlling inventory should be one of the top
priorities, not many ever do anything about it. A
jewellery store’s inventory often includes many
small, high-value items that can prove to be an
inventory management challenge. A loss of even
a few pieces each quarter could mean shrinkage
of lakhs of rupees, affecting the bottom line.

Inventory management
Inventory management involves a retailer
acquiring and maintaining a proper assortment
while ordering or manufacturing, shipping,
handling and also keeping related costs in
check. It also involves systems and processes
that identify requirements, set a maximum
target, provide ways for replenishment, report
actual and projected inventory status and
handle all functions related to the tracking and
management of material.
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Its scope thus tread fine lines between
replenishment, carrying costs of inventory, asset
management, forecasting, valuation, inventory
visibility, future inventory price forecasting,
physical inventory, available space, quality
management, returns and defective goods and
demand forecasting. And, it is when businesses
balance these that it is able to achieve optimal
inventory levels. This balancing is again an
ongoing process as business needs shift and react
to the wider environment.

Points for analysis
Howsoever complicated that might sound,
inventory management is not rocket science and
is build around certain basic analyses that can
ensure optimum control. In fact, a thumb rule
of optimum parity during analysis is the 8020 norm: 20 per cent of a customer type gives
80 per cent of business and 20 per cent of an
inventory type gives 80 per cent of business. The
types of analysis can be:
•
•
•
•
•

Price point analysis
Category and design analysis
Seasonal demand analysis
Ageing analysis
Trend analysis

Price point analysis, a key part of any good
business plan, is the best pricing structure of
products by analysing customer demand for
a particular price point at a particular time.
Basically, it tells you know how many units you
must sell in order to cover your costs. There are
three main reasons for having price points: one

is substitution whereby when a product’s price
rises above that of a close substitute, the quantity
demanded drops; the second is customary
whereby the market grows accustomed to paying
a certain amount for a type of product and
increasing price can cause sales to drop; the third
is perceptual and psychological whereby raising
price above a certain amount can cause demand
to fall disproportionately because people may
perceive the higher amount as significantly more.
Second, analysing the category into which
the business falls can help in controlling the
kind of designs and the ultimate inventory that
the business would stock. Say for instance, if the
store sells fine jewellery, the inventory would be
more design-heavy and artistic in character and
would stand to lose out on sales if it stocked on
daily-wear jewellery.
Again, demand for jewellery is not consistent
throughout the seasons. While it is true that
there is scattered buying all through the year,
demand usually peaks only during the festive
and wedding seasons. So, the sales forecast will
be different for the festive period than for other
times of the year because sales are seasonal. An
analysis of this seasonal demand will help in
optimum capitalisation on demand by stocking
up a well-planned inventory.
Another analysis that is especially critical
to jewellery inventory management is ageing
analysis. It refers to the average number of days
it takes for a jewellery store to sell to customers
a product it is currently holding as inventory and
the formula for calculation is C/G x 365, where
C is the average cost of inventory at its present
level and G is the cost of goods sold, multiplied

FACING PAGE:
Inventory management
involves maintaining
a proper assortment
when ordering or
manufacturing.
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ABOVE RIGHT:
Category analysis helps
a business control the
kind of designs that the
business stocks.
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ABOVE LEFT: The
current market trend
has moved away from
look-alike jewellery.
ABOVE RIGHT:
Jewellers hold onto
inventory to smooth out
seasonal demands when
cusotmers expect large
stock and variety.

by the number of days in a year. A high average
age of inventory indicates difficulty in selling a
substantial number of products. The higher the
average age of inventory the greater the exposure
to the risk of obsolescence.
What follows from this is trend analysis. The
last but not the least, trend analysis is invaluable
in jewellery inventory management, especially in
today’s times when exposure to global markets
had ensured that trends change as swiftly as a
hare runs. Take for example the current market
movement toward custom, unique pieces. This is
in stark contrast to the market climate until very
recently when the jewellery market was flooded
with thousands of identical pieces.
The key to managing inventory is demand
estimation. Efficient inventory management
is simply about understanding well what is in
hand and further how much and how far it could
go. The business would not like to pay carrying
costs on inventory that you cannot sell because
of slow sales. Carrying costs include things like
storage for the inventory, insurance and taxes,
opportunity costs and losses due to obsolescence
or even theft. On the other hand, carrying too
little inventory will result in a stock-out that can
result in a loss of customer goodwill.

Ways of managing inventory
Jewellery businesses hold on to inventory
• To alleviate uncertainties in supply and
demand
• To smooth out seasonal demands
• To take advantage of price discounts from
manufacturers and suppliers

•
•

To hedge against price increase, especially the
ever-fluctuating market price of gold
To get quality discounts because when
businesses have inventory in store, they can
get quality discounts because they know which
goods and services to buy from the suppliers
and manufacturers.

No doubt the above reasons are very valid to
hold inventory. But unless there is management
there is likely to be chaos. In each of the above
cases the cost of inventory needs to be evaluated.
Cost of inventory equals the value of the inventory
+ holding cost + ordering cost. The inventory can
be ordered based on at least the basic analysis
suggested above. Most retail jewellers feel that
analysis is done while ordering inventory. While
this is true to a certain extent, a large part of it is
based on notions and fancies and not on proper
systems.

Conclusion
In any business, be it big or small, taking good
care of inventory is very important. If managers
do not understand the concept of good inventory
management, they at least must learn to be
familiar with it and its applications. One of the
primary reasons for the failure of a business is
its inventory management. There are many ways
to fight failure and we can start from here. New
technologies can now help maintain and supervise
inventory; it is a myth that one needs to have
expensive software to do a proper analysis. What
we can do is learn, implement and evaluate the
business. And that can start with the inventory! 
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Real time

jewellery
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Being hailed as the next
Industrial Revolution, 3D
printing technology is rapidly
transforming the gems and
jewellery landscape.
Kamlesh Parekh sheds light on
the technology and the promise
it holds for jewellery design and
manufacture.

KAMLESH
PAREKH has been in
the 3D printing business
for the last 10 years. He is
Director - Imaginarium
and an expert in
diamonds.

Renowned sci-fi writer Sir Arthur C. Clarke
famously remarked that any sufficiently
advanced technology is indistinguishable
from magic. These words most aptly describe
the new technology that has been creating
quite a buzz around the world lately, with
some even calling it the next Industrial
Revolution.
This technology, called 3D printing, is also
known as Additive Manufacturing and has
been associated with several breakthrough
innovations in the past few years. You might
have heard of the possibilities of printing
everything from a phone cover to a pizza and
even a functional body organ without having
to leave your house! While that day might still
be a few years away in the future, there are
many industries that have been completely
transformed with the advent of 3D printing.
One of the most important beneficiaries of
3D printing is the jewellery industry. So, what
is this technology, and how does it impact
jewellery manufacturing?
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3D printing
3D printing is a revolutionary technology that
is rapidly transforming the jewellery landscape.
From design to production to retailing, the 3D
printing wave is sweeping across the industry
and promises to become the de facto process in
jewellery design and manufacturing. 3D printing
machines build 3D objects (rings, pendants,
bangles and murtis) directly from CAD models.
The digital CAD model is then sliced up into
several layers using special software and these
slices are then passed onto the printer.
All variants of 3D printing technology work
on the similar principle of creating a physical
replica of the digital model by adding one layer
on top of another, based on the slice data. This
is also why all these technologies are clubbed
under the term Additive Manufacturing. The
physical models are made of a variety of plastic
resins, wax and directly cast-able resins. These
prototypes can then be used for investment
casting and other metal production processes to
produce the final product.

Cutting Edge

3D PRINTING machines

Image courtesy: Imaginarium

build 3D rings, pendants, bangles and
murtis directly from CAD models. The
digital models are then sliced up into
several layers and then passed onto
the printer.

•

Advantages for jewellery
industry
ABOVE: A complex
design of a ball pendant
design made using 3D
printing technology.

There are several advantages of choosing this
new technology over the traditional methods.
• Shrinks the supply chain: Processes
that earlier took months to complete, such
as making the master pattern by hand
and then preparing a rubber mould, can
now be completed in a fraction of the time
since it eliminates several steps in the
supply chain.
• Accuracy and precision: Printers with
resolutions as small as 10 microns enable
even minute features like diamond prongs
to be replicated accurately, surpassing
human craftsmanship and resulting in
better quality of the final product.
• Freedom of creation: Jewellery
designers now have absolute freedom to
create any imaginable design that might
have been deemed impossible to create by
traditional means because of the intricacy
involved or the small size of the features.
• Save time, cost and inventory: 3D
printing processes are much faster than
traditional methods and also cheaper
since they eliminate material wastage to a

•

•

•

large extent. 3D printed jewellery can be
manufactured from scratch even after the
order is placed, meaning that the retailer
can now do away with holding onto a large
inventory. Overall, 3D printed jewellery
leads to reduced development, production
and inventory costs.
Reduced costs and distributed
manufacturing: Manufacturing closer
to where the demand is now allows a
retailer to develop lean and flexible
business processes.
Interact better with customers:
With detailed digital models and realistic
rendering of colour becoming possible and
simple, customers find it easy to visualise
the designs and select what they like
without the retailer having to carry around
expensive samples or ineffective sketches
and drawings. Additionally, the 3D CAD
model can be taken for production as soon
as it is selected by the customer.
Unlimited scope for customisation:
One of the most revolutionary changes
brought about by 3D printing is the ability
to customise each and every product
according to the customer’s wishes.
Retailers can now offer to make minor
changes in the available designs or even
draw up a completely new design for the
customer. Imagine being able to make
unique silver coins with engravings of the
recipient’s face or even gold-plated busts
of famous people at nominal rates, faster
than ever before!
No penalty for complexity: No matter
how complex the design you choose to
print, the cost will only depend on the
size of the build and the material being
used. There is no extra cost involved in
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ABOVE: The design in
the jewellery piece has
been directly printed
by a gold 3D printing
machine.
ABOVE RIGHT: The
latest desktop 3D
printing machine.

having intricate, complicated geometries in
heat source. Metals used could be anything
a design as long as it is within the printer’s
from precious metals like gold and silver to
limitations.
alloys and hybrid materials.
Adopting 3D printing methods, thus, allows
The output of these printers would need
a designer to create contemporary, lightweight
minimal post-processing and would be much
yet complex designs that can be customised
faster in every way. Every single day, the size
and selected in digital format by a customer
and cost of these machines is reducing even as
and then sent directly to be printed, ready
their features and capabilities are increasing.
for casting and finishing. While the current
The day is not far when every jewellery retailer
technology already seems to be extremely
will have one such desktop printer in their back
14_0220 Imaginarium Poster / Size: 24 in (w) x 36 in (h) 03-09-14
lucrative for the modern jewellery designer,
the
office and easily print a digital design in metal,
future is even more exciting.
finish the piece and deliver it to the client. The
jewellery industry will have a complete facelift.
Retailers of all sizes can benefit from this
The future
new technology, irrespective of their ability or
The next big leap forward in manufacturing
willingness to invest in the required machines
technology is the ability to directly print metal
and casting expertise. There are 3D printing
products using metal powder. Imagine the
service bureaus like Imaginarium that provide a
impact this will have on the entire supply
complete solution — from CAD-CAM consulting
chain — almost no gap between digital design
to casting, whereby the finished metal jewellery
and the final product in the hands of the
can be delivered, in a matter of days, to the
customer! The new technology falls under the
client. Retailers can simply send the CAD
process called powder bed fusion and includes
files and can rest assured that the remaining
methods such as laser sintering and electron
processes will be taken care of by the bureau,
beam melting, which allow a layer-by-layer
thereby reducing the need for manpower and
fusion of metal powder using a laser or other
processing at the retail end. 
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On cloud
Cloud computing offers businesses a happy
solution to the problem of keeping pace with
rapid advances in technology and functional
requirements says Shaudhan Desai

SHAUDHAN
DESAI is a technology
expert with a focus on
the gems and jewellery
sector. He is the CEO of
D’Soft Infotech Pvt. Ltd.

Computer technology has come a long
way — from PC-based computing to
client-server technology to cloud computing,
the current buzzword.
Cloud computing was born from the need
of organisations to control steep capital
expenditure on upgrading to newer servers
and operating systems every two to three
years — an obvious outcome of continuous
advance in technology and functional
requirements of organisations. Moreover,
the cost compounds when a company with
multiple branches and hundreds of computers
with operating systems and various applications
need to be interconnected for management and
control of business.
By using cloud computing a business
need not invest in all hardware and software
resources but instead rent servers with
specific CPU speed, memory as well as
storage space — on shared- or exclusiveuse basis — from companies that invest in
servers, operating systems and widely-used
applications. When a business hires a server
from an established cloud service provider, it
places its required software in the same server

from which its head office as well as all branches
can log in and work.
The first example of cloud computing would
be our free email accounts like Gmail, Yahoo
Mail and Hotmail that we can access from
anywhere in the world. Here, the software as
well as data resides in the servers of companies
that provide such services.
Cloud computing allows a business to
rent extra computing power for an additional
monthly rental. It can even add more clients
if there is an increase in manpower or more
memory when required. It also saves business
the responsibility of maintaining servers and
other systems besides software and data,
since responsibility in this case is the service
provider’s.
Today, there are companies that offer 99.99
per cent uptime along with backup services on
servers located in various countries. A few of
the top-end cloud service providers are located
in premises that protect servers from fire,
earthquake and other disasters and keeps data
intact. This means that your data may be in
a server in New York and its backup could be
continuously taken into a server in Hyderabad.
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CLOUD COMPUTING
not only helps businesses save on
capital expenditure but also enhances
security and control and allows 24x7
access to data from all devices.
Security and control are additional
advantages of cloud computing. A business
seldom has complete control on usage when
multiple systems are operated at various
locations. The headquarters of a company, for
instance, would have no access to a document
that is personal in nature or harmful for
the company and which is being used by an
employee in a remote location. However, if all
documents are placed in a common server, they
can be monitored easily by headquarters. Cloud
computing also helps to monitor e-mails and
user activities like web browsing or copying of
data into external devices. It also saves on the
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cost of resources needed to have 24/7 access to
all software and data, even from mobile devices
like tablets and smartphones.

Cloud computing for jewellery
industry
• Storage of images
Albeit the jewellery business comes up with
new designs every single day, it does not mean
that older designs should be scrapped. Storing
designs can be useful while taking orders from
customers or offering alternatives when they
look for exclusive options. If all designs are
stored on a cloud server, the business gains the
advantage of storage capacity since it has
no limitations.
The other advantage is that of accessibility.
Once the images are on a cloud server, they can
be accessed from PCs, tablets and smartphones.
Here, it is also possible to restrict access based
on user rights. It is also possible to provide
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access to someone for a limited time so as to
maintain confidentiality of designs.
• Keeping internal use software and data
Business ERP on a cloud server can be
very useful, especially when a company has
multiple stores and needs access to centralised
information — both software as well as data.
Apart from ERP, it is also advantageous
to keep office software on cloud servers. This
would ensure greater control since all users
would have to access even MS Word or MS
Excel files from a central server. Again, in case
of cloud servers, there are adequate options for
security of data.

Resistance
Jewellery enterprises usually offer two kinds of
resistance to cloud computing:
•

Insecurity about data being on a third
party server
• Resistance to paying rentals on the plea
that it is needless to pay for something on a
monthly or annual basis for a lifetime
On the count of insecurity, it is a fact that
servers of reputed service providers are more
secure than local facilities. In case of a local
server, even if one system connected to it
does not suitably block USB ports, data can

be easily and surreptitiously copied onto an
external device. In cloud computing on the
other hand one can define policies which will
not allow access to data or coping of data by any
user. Such servers use high levels of security
against unauthorised access and are capable of
providing instant alerts on undesired activity.
As far as rentals are concerned, do we not
pay rentals for other products that we use?
When a new car that was bought for R25 lakh
is sold off after three years for R16 lakh, it
means a rental of nine lakh had been paid for
three years. Now, if the same car is offered at
R20,000 per month, would it not be a more
advantageous deal? As a matter of fact, even if
one needed to pay R50,000 a month, it would
be more economical — considering the interest
cost on R25 lakh at a minimum of 1.5 per cent
a month. This is also not considering the gain
that one could have by investing the same
R25 lakh elsewhere!
It would thus be wise to consider the
alternative offered by cloud computing instead
of making regular capital investments in
technology.
For more information on how to implement
cloud computing in your business, please SMS
“GJF CLOUD” and send it to 09328007914. If
you have suggestions on articles you can email
to shaudhan@ornatesoftware.com. 
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All the rage
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Each year, the festive and wedding season in India brings along new trends that jewellery
businesses need to be in tune with so as to be prepared with the right inventory. This
year, as Meryl D’Sa finds out from industry observers, the trend appears to be a
colourful blend of traditional and contemporary jewels in metals such as yellow and
white gold and platinum, adorned with coloured gemstones and diamonds.
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It is that time of the year when jewellery is high
up on customers’ list of must-shop-for products.
With a string of festivals, weddings and social
functions round the corner, it is natural to
want to flaunt the newest jewellery and be sure
to stand out in the crowd. For the jewellery
industry this means that it has to be up to date
with the trends that have been making waves,
including those visible on catwalks across
the globe.

Gemstones
Jewellery experts are unanimous that while
gold and diamonds will continue to be favoured
like always, colourful precious stones such as
emerald, ruby, sapphire and topaz will find their
place under this festive sun. As a matter of fact,
gemstones such as tourmaline and turquoise
have already begun to make an appearance in

coloured gemstones are set to be the flavour of
the season,” remarks designer and Director of
Dillano, Chitwn D. Malhotra.
Gautam Ghanasingh, Creative Director of
Ghanasingh Be True adds, “Customers have also
begun to invest in oversized gems. So, definitely,
it is an amalgamation of precious and semiprecious stones that will trend this season.”

Colours
Albeit pastel and neon colours have been very
popular with the modern woman in India for
some time now, according to observers, these
colours will not prevail over the traditional
colours of the festive and wedding season. And,
this is because of the emotional value that is still
attached to them. So, while moonstone, topaz

ABOVE, LEFT AND
BELOW: Pretty colours
and suitability for daily
wear makes gemstone
jewellery a great draw.

the market and are even grabbing plenty
of attention.
Apart from the pretty colours of these
gemstones, it is their suitability for daily wear
that has increased their desirability quotient.
According to Sunayana Vora, Vice President,
Sales, Tara Jewels Ltd, “A coloured gemstone
is unique and offers an opportunity to make a
personal style statement — two attributes that a
modern woman seeks in whatever she wears.”
“Colours are the rage across the globe and
it is natural for trend-conscious consumers
to want to buy jewellery that embody a fusion
of hues. I would say that jewels with assorted
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Banerjee, Country Manager India, Platinum
Guild International says, “The precious metal
provides an opportunity to offer something new
to consumers and is often purchased for the
sentimental value that it holds.”
Says Varda Goenka of Diagold, “The demand
for white gold and platinum jewellery has been
rising. In fact, statement pieces in these two
metals are the current craze.”

Gold and diamonds

and other pastel coloured stones will be in style,
the Indian woman, especially brides-to-be,
will stand by traditional jewellery as the
centrepiece choice.
“Festive seasons are all about customs and
tradition. No doubt modern jewellery is making
its mark in the market, but during the festive
season, patrons always seem to want to invest in
traditional jewellery that they can pass on from
generation to generation. Jewellery is still a very
emotional decision in India,” says Ghanasingh,
whose “Classic with a Twist” collection is
purportedly doing booming business.

Platinum and white gold
Other must-haves besides coloured-stone
jewellery are white gold and platinum. While
white gold is held in high esteem and has been
around for a while now, the current popularity
of platinum is not surprising since its domestic
market had been steadily growing since the
metal’s launch in 2000. Today, platinum enjoys
a special place in the precious jewellery segment
with the demand for it expanding from the top
30 metros to tier 1 and 2 cities. Established
as a symbol of everlasting love, it finds favour
among the below-45 customers who form
close to 70 per cent of the population. Vaishali
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The wedding and festive season in India
invariably calls for heavy diamond and gold
jewellery and it is natural for jewellers to
predict that demand will as usual tilt in favour
of gold. Experts at Popley Eternal and Dilano
for instance strongly feel that it will be so.
Popley expects traditional jewellery made
of gold and diamonds and neckpieces with
elegant diamonds and a smattering of coloured
gemstones to be in vogue. “Kundan and
polki-studded jewellery is in huge demand,”
adds Suraj Popley, Managing Director of
Popley Eternal.
Velvetcase.com COO and Co-Founder, Runit
Shah, is confident that rose gold will be in the
headlines this year. This means that one can mix
white, yellow and rose gold pieces. And, while
white and yellow gold are the classic shades,
soft rose gold can add a feminine yet glamorous
touch to the look.
When asked about the trends to watch out
for with respect to gold and diamonds Vardha
Goenka of Diagold says, “Amalgamation of
uncut diamonds and gold is the latest fashion in
this festive and wedding season. Other than that
is the fusion of coloured gemstones like rubies,
emeralds, sapphires and topaz with diamonds.”

In Vogue

On the other hand, according to Malhotra of
Dilano, gold jewellery assembled with uncut
diamonds and a dull finish that would give a
vintage look would be in demand. He is also
certain that uncut and colourful diamonds, like
fancy yellow and pink diamonds, would sell like
hot cakes in the jewellery market.

Styles
However, in the context of global trends that
women have been following lately, there could
also be a slight dip in the enormous demand
that heavy traditional gold and diamond
jewellery have always commanded. Says
Diagold’s Goenka, “Women are becoming
more and more fashion conscious and opting
for designs that can be worn as work wear.
Contemporary designs could give heavy
traditional gold jewellery a run for its money
this festive season.”
Delicate and petite jewels are expected to
be picked up by the modern woman who prefers
jewellery that can be worn on casual occasions,
long after the festive season is over. According
to Tara Jewels, textures like jali-etched bangles
and rings and beaten gold styles will gain
prominence. As will petite and plain rings and

earrings and the scattered look in necklaces and
chandelier earrings.
“Contemporary designs being in vogue, jali
with a touch of the classic English look is sure
to stand out this season. So, also are jewellery
designs inspired by the Mughal era,” adds Shah
of Velvetcase.com.
Detachable and multiusable jewellery
such as changeable pendants, two-in-one
earrings and necklaces also are predicted to
grow in demand.

Men’s jewellery
While jewellery is considered to be a woman’s
best friend, experts have been working on
jewellery for men as well. Earlier, men’s
jewellery would consist of a watch, a ring, a
chain pendant or a bracelet like a kada. But of
late, changes are being observed. Suraj Popley of
Popley Eternal says, “There is now an aesthetic
appreciation for jewellery among men. They
now desire jewellery neckpieces, ear studs, belts,
cufflinks, studded turbans and more, preferably
in white gold and platinum.”
The present season is a time for shopping.
Diwali, weddings et al prompt people to look
their best and jewellery is always the topmost
priority. Window and actual shopping begins
well in advance with consumers combing the
market for the most fashionable jewellery and
also ordering for custom-made pieces. So,
knowing what the customer would seek makes
business sense. 
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Capture the

Imagination

Although inspirations and ideas float all around us,
the mind needs to be schooled into capturing them
into design by thinking differently, says Gunjan Suri.

Design thinking is all about capturing new ideas by merely training
the mind to think differently. So, how does a designer get inspired
with different ideas? Inspiration is not something that just pops
into a designer’s head: most of the time one should adopt an active
approach in order to discover, nurture and give shape to it. Creative
collaboration can be achieved by fine-tuning different frequencies.
Segregating the word idea into compartments — compartments
being a mere infusion of elements —can make the journey of design
simple and interesting.

GUNJAN SURI

is an award-winning
designer and a qualified
gemologist.

Inspiring elements

Architectural
framework as a source
of inspiration
Fathom and form
jewellery
By framing the
body with material
drawings, the
designer is looking
for negative space
around it
Dorry Hsu
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Inspiration is often an underrated word. It
actually needs to be looked at with dignity and
respect and this can happen only if the designer
perceives it as such. With unlimited sources of
inspiration floating all around us, one needs to
actually look at how one can use a particular
source of inspiration differently.
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Form exploration
Forms represent themselves in a multitude
of interpretations — as cuboids, structural,
spherical, helical, random and so on. Exploring
forms lays the foundation of a design. Form
is to design what pillars are to a building. If
experimented with and worked on effectively,
form becomes the focal point of any design.

Alexandra Brachtendorf

Sarah Herriot

Colour infusion

Camilla Luinn

Cinnamon Lee

Andi Velgos Cavanagh

Human beings can perceive over 2.8 million
different hues: but how many possibilities do
we actually explore? Jewellery is a form of
visual art and the importance of using the right
colour combinations brings about an impact
to design. It all started with Sir Isaac Newton’s
first practical reflecting telescope where
he developed a colour theory based on the
observation that a prism decomposes white light
into many colours, forming a visible spectrum.
In India we have a rich heritage of colour.
Colours are all around us and loved by all —
from the common masses to the elite classes.
As a matter of fact, colours appear to dominate
and control design. Warm reds, emerald
greens, zesty yellows, fiery pinks, intense purple
and bright orange — in all their gradations,
permutations and combinations — can be
used effectively. Colour is omnipresent in all
segments of jewellery and is a form of visual
art that affects the aesthetics of the design
largely. So, why not look at colour from a
different perspective?

Material exploration
Material exploration lends a whiff of fresh air to
design creation. It also makes the design appear
different as compared to the mass jewellery in
the market, adding a sense of uniqueness.

MT polymer clay jewellery
Margaret Regan Helena

Paper
Lydia Hirte
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Filigree

Design techniques
Design can be worked upon by either using a
technique the way it is generally applied or by
altering the procedure or even by exaggerating
the technique. It can also be applied by altering
the way the stones are generally set and used
in jewellery. Interesting layouts can be created
by playing with placement of the stones thus
resulting in unusual outcomes.

Victoria Lansford

J Lynn

Wire play

Amanda Burton

Placement of stones
Inspired by the way diamonds organically fit
when mixed, sizes, shapes and colours are
sculpted by artist Ron Rizzo

Verity
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Combining elements
Trying out various combinations of elements
and layouts can inspire original design ideas and
help in creating interesting and fresh designs
that appeal to all. Some ideas are:

Coherence: Forms that coexist with each other
such as yin and yang motifs.

Yifen Lee

Divergence: Using diverging forms that have
no harmony or connection with each other
Solitary: Forms that stand out in solitude and
form the focal point in the jewellery
Mary Lee Hu

Jennaca Leigh Davies

Distinctive flavour
Trying out various combinations of elements
and layouts can inspire original design ideas and
help in creating interesting and fresh designs
that appeal to all.
Sevan Bıcakci’s designs for example have
an impression of a whole city submerged
under water.
Sevan Bıcakci

In the Framed collection, Shirley dismantles
and reassembles watch parts into jewellery.
Shirley

Jennaca Leigh Davies says the work she makes is
meant to be worn but also intends for it to be an
interesting object when off the body. She thinks
of her jewellery as small sculptures or miniature
architecture, and the body as her canvas.
Building on these elements or design
segregations enables one to enlarge one's design
vocabulary and open up thoughts and hidden
aspirations. It is then that the value of design
takes centrestage and provides new meaning
and flavour. 
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Nothing greens

GREENER
Image courtesy: Gemfields-Asia

Emeralds have been always held
in high esteem, with fine emeralds
as valuable, if not more, than
diamonds. Of late, the allure of
its lush colour, signifying beauty
and love, has taken the world of
jewellery by storm. In th is season
of celebrations, the Gemological
Institute of America shares a
few essentials of this magnificent
gemstone.

ABOVE: A cuff by
Narayana Jewellers,
using Zambian
emeralds from
Gemfields

Jaipur is one of the world’s largest cutting centres
for emerald, the most famous member of the
beryl family. It is also home to some of the oldest
gemstone businesses, some even dating back to
almost as far as the city’s founding in 1726. The
city became an emerald processing centre in the
1920s, after a major find in South Africa.
Emerald’s lush green colour has soothed
souls and excited imaginations since antiquity.
Its name comes from the ancient Greek word
for green, “smaragdus”. Rome’s Pliny the
Elder described emerald in Natural History,
published in the first century AD as “…nothing
greens greener”. Also, while describing the use
of emerald by early lapidaries, he was to remark
that they “have no better method of restoring
their eyes than by looking at the emerald, its
soft, green colour comforting and removing their
weariness and lassitude”.
Even today, the colour green is known to
relieve stress and eye strain. There are other
green gems like tourmaline and peridot, but
emerald is the one that’s always associated with
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lush landscapes and rich green. Ireland, for
instance, is known as the Emerald Isle. Seattle,
in the US state of Washington, is Emerald City.
Thailand’s most sacred religious icon is called the
Emerald Buddha, even though it is carved from
green jadeite.
The first known emerald mines were in
Egypt, dating from at least 330 BC into the
1700s. Cleopatra was known to have a passion for
emerald, and used it in her royal adornments.
Emeralds, from what is now Colombia, were
part of the plunder when 16th century Spanish
explorers invaded the New World. The Incas had
already been using emeralds in their jewellery
and religious ceremonies for 500 years. The
Spanish, who treasured gold and silver far more
than gems, traded emeralds for precious metals.
Their trades opened the eyes of European and
Asian royalty to emerald’s majesty.

How emeralds form
The majority of gem-quality emeralds
form in nature under conditions of contact

metamorphism. The host rock is invaded by
igneous fluids which cause changes in the rock.
A rare combination of chemically-rich solutions,
heat and pressure result in the formation
of emeralds.
The dynamic forces accompanying emerald
formation frequently lead to the formation of
inclusions and fissures in the crystals. Inclusions
consist of small crystals of other minerals or
small pockets of fluid that are “captured” within
an emerald as it grows. Although an excessive
amount of solid and fluid inclusions can decrease
an emerald’s value by reducing its transparency,
the presence of a few such inclusions is desirable
because they provide an important means of
separating natural from synthetic emeralds.
The majority of emeralds have fractures or
fissures resulting from natural forces or trauma
to the crystals during mining and recovery. These
are the features that emerald enhancement
attempts to minimise through fracture-filling.
The visibility of these fissures is often decreased
through emerald clarity enhancement.

Enhancements
A lot of new techniques of enhancement are
used on emeralds to increase the value of the
stones. The use of oils to enhance emeralds by
reducing the appearance of fissures is a very old

and widespread practice among emerald traders.
The two most frequently-used treatments — clarity
enhancement and fracture-filling — are different
ways to describe the same procedure. Clarity
enhancement means improving the apparent
clarity of an emerald by filling any surface-reaching
fissures with organic fillers that have a refractive
index similar to that of emerald. The filling process
reduces the visibility of surface-reaching fissures,
thus enhancing the apparent clarity of a stone.
Skilful oiling, an accepted trade practice
if properly disclosed, causes considerable
improvement in the appearance of emeralds that
contain fissures. In recent years, cedarwood oil
has been preferred because its refractive index is
close to that of emerald. Resins, such as Canada
balsam, have also been used for enhancement.
Today, commercial techniques for emerald
enhancement include the use of man-made
liquid resins (such as liquid Opticon), which have
refractive indices closer still to that of emerald, as
well as hardened or surface-hardened polymers
(not all are epoxies). Since none of these fillers is
permanent, enhanced emeralds may require retreatment over time.

Research and reports
The availability of extremely fine-quality emerald
is limited and in the late 1990s the popular green

Emeralds are fascinating gemstones. They are associated with promise and good
luck and, for centuries, Indians have nurtured great fondness for it. The Mughals
associated emeralds with paradise and we know that some of the most precious
and priceless treasures of Indian royalty comprised of emeralds and rubies.
Approximately 70 per cent (by value) of rough emeralds that Gemfields produces
has so far been bought, directly or indirectly, by Indian clients. Over the last few
years, the demand for this stone has also risen.
An Indian buying an emerald could have made either a fashionable choice and/or it may have been
dictated by astrological belief; but whatever the basis, the selection would have been an invaluable
one. This fascinating green gemstone is 20 times rarer than a diamond of equal carat and quality and
it is only right to say that emerald is one of the most prized coloured gemstones on earth.
Of late, Indians have been increasingly looking for jewellery that is exquisite, priceless and heirloomworthy; classic pieces with stand-alone stones or multiple-colour stones — preferably emeralds and
rubies — are favoured statement pieces.
While purchasing gemstones it is important to buy from specialists who deal in them. Gemfields
always encourages certification for high-value gemstones. Its emeralds are sold with full disclosure
of treatments (always done under expert supervision) that were carried out. We also encourage
our partners and jewellers to make a complete disclosure while selling the stone or the jewellery.
Synthetics and imitations do exist in the market and although jewellers would normally sell them as
such, certification sets to rest all doubts in the minds of the customers.
Rupak Sen
Regional Marketing Director, Gemfields-Asia
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Besides the fact that
emeralds are beautiful
stones, people in India
buy them because
they are considered
auspicious and have
a history that dates back several thousand
years. For several generations, royalty in
India, especially the Nizam of Hyderabad,
the Rajmata of Gwalior and the Rajmata
of Jaipur have owned the finest emeralds
in the world. I do not know about it being
fashionable, but emerald is one stone that
no astrologer will ever advise anyone against
wearing. It is neutral, beautiful and also
beneficial. It is believed that emeralds bring
peace, tranquillity and joy, unlike ruby which
is considered risky and sapphire which is a
stone no one in India will touch with a
barge pole.
Some people buy emeralds because it
is fashionable, some due to a belief in its
curative properties and some for both.
However, it must be mentioned that a lot of
people do come to us on the advice of their
astrologers — to buy a four-five carat or
ratti emerald.
ABOVE: A spectacular
472 ct. emerald crystal
“El Itoco” recently
discovered at the La
Pita Mine in Colombia
is shown next to
an 11 ct. crystal, a
more typical size for
Colombia, and a 1 ct.
diamond. The emerald
and diamond necklace
was designed by Jean
Schlumberger for
Tiffany & Co., circa
1960. The three large
Colombian emeralds
in the centre range
between 6.65 and
7.41 ct.

gemstone was plagued by negative publicity
about undisclosed clarity-enhancing treatments.
Scientists from GIA have performed
extensive research on the feasibility of identifying
the multitude of emerald fillers available by
spectroscopic techniques and, over the
years, their findings have been published in
Gems & Gemology.
In a 1999 article “Classifying Emerald
Clarity Enhancement at the GIA Gem Trade
Laboratory,” the methodology the research
team devised to establish the size, number and
position of filled fissures and the basis to classify
the apparent degree of clarity enhancement
achieved was explained. The research led to
new information on emerald reports, indicating
the degree of clarity enhancement — minor,
moderate or significant.
Since emerald’s value in the marketplace can
vary significantly, depending on the stone’s origin
and the extent to which it has been subjected
to treatment, an independent gemmological
report is highly recommended, since reputed
laboratories such as the GIA has the expertise and
instrumentation to determine the country of origin
as well as detect sophisticated treatments.
Buyers have the right to know if a stone has
been enhanced in any way. If unsure about the
possibility of enhancement, the seller should
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Of late, untreated emeralds are becoming
harder to find and even in case one finds
them, they are prohibitively priced. I have a
deep attachment to this beautiful gemstone
and this is obvious in the book The Emerald
Story, which I co-authored with my daughter.
Yogendra Durlabhji
Messrs K.S. Durlabhji, Jaipur

either inform the buyer that the emerald is likely
to have been enhanced or obtain one of GIA’s
reports that will indicate whether or not there
has been any enhancement.
GIA’s Coloured Stone Identification Reports
assess the characteristics of a mounted or loose,
polished or rough stone — weight, measurement,
shape, cutting style and colour — and indicate
detectable treatments and also whether it is
natural or synthetic. The report also notes if the
material is a simulant with no known natural
components or if it has been assembled from two
or more separate components.
The Coloured Stone Origin Reports which
are available for any polished or rough, loose
or mounted natural emerald contains the same
information as the Identification Report, with the

According to Vedic astrology, when one wears an emerald, a reaction enhanced by light
and water happens and its reflection on the body improves speech and memory. Emeralds
are said to represent Mercury, the planet of knowledge and communication, and the
gemstone is believed to give the wearer a cool mind and intellectual prowess. In the olden
times, bold and personal messages or seals were also inscribed or carved on them.
An emerald’s lush colour soothes the eyes and the mind: its lustre is like fire and transparency like water.
There are those who prefer the yellowish green stone and those who like the bluish green, but whatever the
hue, you could be missing out if you do not own an emerald. They were and will always remain fashionable.
Also, I do not think that those who buy emeralds for fashion also necessarily believe in their astrological value,
except for those who wear large single stones.
Synthetic emeralds exist in the market, although the extent of its prevalence is not known. Of the known
synthetics — green glass, synthetic doublet hydrothermolic and flux — hydrothermal emeralds are easily
available. Experienced jewellers, however, have trained eyes and are able to distinguish natural emeralds from
the synthetic ones because the latter’s non-transparent reflective indices are much lower and show a more
intense absorption spectrum and fluorescence under ultraviolet light. Nowadays, scientific ways to distinguish
between synthetic and natural and certified stones detailing all aspects have gone a long way in increasing
customer confidence.
The availability of fine quality emerald is limited and treatments have to be done to improve colour and clarity.
Trade is, however, against any method used in processing, except traditional oiling.
Emeralds are soft and not entirely flawless; but if handled properly, they are a pleasure to own. I would always
recommend investing in at least a string or two of emeralds. A diamonds and emeralds combination is a
contemporary option while emerald with jadau are for those who prefer traditional jewellery.
Chandra Surana
Bhuramal Rajmal Surana (Johuree), Kolkata
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Emeralds are an integral part of Indian tradition and heritage. It is a classic stone
and will remain evergreen. Emeralds are not governed by fashion in as much as
they are by astrological belief and investment value. According to astrology, the
gemstone governs Mercury (Buddha) in the zodiac and has positive virtues. It
is considered a neutral stone for success and longevity in career and business.
The craze for emeralds has existed since centuries. Kings and businessmen
have been trading and investing in them since ancient times. World over, emeralds are the secondmost sought-after gemstone after diamonds.
Today, people buy emeralds primarily for three reasons — astrological belief, weddings and
investment. Emeralds bought due to astrological reasons are based on an individual’s horoscope
and generally have to conform to certain attributes such as they have to be of a particular size
(ratti), a certain shape (emerald cut or oval) and look (flawless, sans black spots or cracks). These
attributes are, however, not demanded by those who buy the gemstone for the sake of investment
or fashion.
Emeralds do not have many stimulants like ruby or diamond. But, being a natural stone, it is
becoming rarer by the day. In fact, non-treated emeralds are difficult to find and very expensive.
Advanced methods of treatment have changed how emeralds look today. However, treatments
done on natural emeralds require be to disclosed and anyone buying them have to ask for
authenticity certificates from dealers.
The value of emeralds is not going to go down anytime soon and hence is a good investment.
Having said that, one definitely needs to source the gemstone from a trustworthy dealer; this is
important since there is no industry standard for the pricing for emeralds like the weekly Rapaport
Report for diamonds.
Ankur Shah
Ansh Jewels, Jaipur

added determination of geographic origin, when
it is possible to establish.

Caring for emeralds
Emerald is 7.5 to 8 on the Mohs scale of mineral
hardness and has fair to good toughness. This
makes it a stone that requires more care in
wearing than ruby or sapphire. Even so, emeralds
are beautiful stones for all types of jewellery and
with proper care will last for generations. Heat
can damage emeralds, especially by extending
existing fractures. Light and chemicals can cause
the oils, resins and polymers used to fill surfacereaching fractures to alter in appearance or
deteriorate.
Some estimates state that 90 per cent or
more of emeralds are fracture-filled. Since the
great majority of fashioned natural emeralds
contain filled fractures, it is risky to clean
them ultrasonically or with steam. Ultrasonic
vibrations can weaken already-fractured stones
and hot steam can cause oil or unhardened resin
to sweat out of fractures. Using warm, soapy
water coupled with gentle scrubbing is the safest
way to clean emeralds.
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Jewellers across India can access the tools and
knowledge they need to fully understand, appreciate
and confidently sell this popular gemstone through
the GIA which offers expert gemmological training
as well as take-in services for GIA Identification and
Country of Origin Reports. 

Alchemy

Royal

heritage

Created exclusively for kings and emperors, kundan meenakari jewellery
is evocative of the exotic city of Jaipur in Rajasthan. Cherished for
its exquisite beauty and cultivated by generations of goldsmiths and
craftsmen, the kundan meenakari craft is the showcase of a magnificent
and royal legacy, says Yash Agarwal.

Known as the Land of Kings, Rajasthan is truly
a marvellous realm. Blessed with natural beauty
and a colourful history, the state is a dream
destination for travellers from across the globe.
Its serene lakes, vast desert and the remnants
of a rich and romantic past in the ruins of lavish
forts or even in the restored splendour of majestic
palaces sets it apart. The jewel in the crown of

YASH
AGARWAL

is an award-winning
jewellery designer
and Creative Director
of Birdhichand
Ghanshyamdas
Jewellers.
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this land of myriad colours, vivid art and vibrant
culture, however, is the kundan meenakari style
of jewellery — a style that harks back to a royal
past and is believed by many to be the oldest form
of jewellery made and worn in India.
The art of embedding precious jewels and
metals into the surface of objects was first
introduced by the Mughals. Flourishing under
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FACING PAGE:
A bangle set with
diamonds, with
enamelled flowers and
leaves in red, green
sky blue and white
adorning its surface.
BELOW: A pair of
kadas embellished with
kundan meenakari,
with bands of floral
motifs set in diamonds
against a green
enamelled exterior.

royal patronage, it was adopted with enthusiasm
by the Rajputs of Rajasthan who began a whole
new paradigm of crafting jewellery that is today
famous the world over as kundan meenakari.
In the social-cultural milieu of those times,
jewellery was emblematic of creative expression
and beauty and the Rajput aristocracy embraced
the art and lavishly applied it in their jewels and
other artefacts. As a matter of fact, gem-encrusted
weapons were seen as symbolic affirmations of the
sanctity of their caste.
The kundan meenakari style of jewellery
presents a unique blend of two distinct genres
of jewellery crafting. The mélange of kundan,
meaning highly-refined gold, and meenakari,
the Indian name for enamelling, creates a new
idiom in jewellery style. The technique used in
the creation of this special jewellery is known as
jadau. This enchanting style portrays tasteful
enamelled patterns and is accompanied by
sparkling gemstones. The style is based on various
themes that include flowers, animals, birds and
more that are wrapped in beautiful colours
and designs.
What distinguishes kundan meenakari from
other jewellery is the fact that while most gold
jewellery is crafted out by a single goldsmith,
kundan meenakari involves the expertise of
a chain of skilled craftsperson to create the
finished product. It begins with the designer,
the chitera, and then moves on to the goldsmith

or swarnakar, the engraver or kalamkar,
the enamellist or meenakar, the polisher or
chiknawala, the stone-setter or jadia and, finally,
the stringer or patua.
The first step in creating jadau jewellery
involves making the base ornament. Gold of high
purity is first hammered and made into plates
of 20-25 gauge and then moulded by hand into
motifs which include patterns such as mango,
hand-fan, flowers, animal and birds. The shapes
and forms are limited only by the craftsman’s
imagination. These are then soldered with high
purity gold solders or with cadmium solders to
give shape to the jewellery, keeping the hollow
cavity on the upper surface and the flat plate on
the lower surface.
After this, the base jewellery pieces are given
to meenakars for enamelling. Traditionally,
meenakari — colouring and ornamenting the
surface of metals by fusing brilliant colours — is
done on both the lower and upper surfaces of the
jewellery, with the meenakars first engraving very
fine and minute designs on the flat surfaces of the
base and then filling these engraved surfaces with
meena of different colours. Traditionally, gold
has been used since it holds the enamel better,
lasts longer and its lustre brings out the colours of
the enamels. Silver, a later introduction, is used
mostly for artefacts.
After filling the meena (the feminine form of
minoo, meaning heaven in Persian), the jewellery
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is put into ovens at temperature just below the
melting point of gold. This makes the meena stick
to the gold molecules and acquire a glazing on the
surface. It is generally believed that the better the
purity of the base metal, the better is the shine
and sharpness of the meena colours. The colours
that are mainly used are bright shades such as
red, green and blue with inlays of gold, cream and
white. However, nowadays, fast colours such as
pink, turquoise and black are also used.
After meenakari, the jewellery pieces are
polished and given for jadai or setting of precious
and semi-precious gemstones such as diamonds,
rubies, emeralds, sapphires and tourmalines. The
shaping and fixing of stones is followed by making,
filling and studding of kundan whereby hyperpurified gold leaf foil is inserted between the walls
of the stones. The gold foils placed below the
stones enabled greater reflection of light through
the stone, thus increasing its intensity
and brilliance. In the final phase, the jewellery
pieces are assembled, tied with pearls or beads
or gemstones.
Kundan meenakari is also popularly known as
Jaipuri jewellery since the Rajasthani city of Jaipur
has traditionally been the centre for kundan
jewellery in India. The city is also home to luxury
jewellery brand Birdhichand Ghanshyamdas
Jewellers, a pioneer in the celebrated style of
kundan meenakari. Birdhichand is not just a
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name but a legend that was patronised by the
royals of Rajasthan. Inspired by the plethora of
motifs, the shower of colours, the timeless art
and the warmth of tradition that defines
Rajashthan, the jewellery house has innovated
with kundan meenakari in numerous ways,
experimenting with coloured diamonds and polki
and rendering meenakari into each one of its
exquisite collections.
Kundan meenakari is exquisite art, but
howsoever beautiful it appears to be, there are
certain aspects that one needs to keep in mind
before buying kundan meena. In trying to
differentiate between an old and a new meenakari
piece, it should be remembered that the older
the piece, the more intricate the design and the
brighter the colour. Imperfections in a diamond
can be identified by tiny rents or fissures and
specks. Also, real diamonds can never have
scratches on the surface.
Genuine kundan-set crystal has a mellow,
opaque appearance. Artificial kundan-set crystal is
transparent and glitters. This is due to the fact that
glass is used instead of crystal and coloured tinfoil
is used under the stones to create the illusion
of colour.
Real kundan meenakari jewellery must be
placed between layers of cotton wool, sealed in a
top-quality plastic bag and always wiped with a
suede cloth to restore shine. 

ABOVE:A bajuband
crafted in yellow gold
with textured metal
bars and a centre motif
set in blue enamel with
full-cut diamonds,
emeralds and a big
emerald drop.
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BIG on look
LIGHT on weight
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Electroforming epitomises the
cutting edge in jewellery-making
today, allowing manufacturers
to create unique designs in
lightweight jewellery that is
not possible with techniques
such as casting or stamping.
K. Srinivasan gives an overview
of the technique and the
remarkable results it provides.
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Electroforming is a specialised process that
grows metal through the electroplating process,
being, in fact, the advanced version of the
latter. Blending new technology and traditional
electroplating techniques, it represents the
cutting edge in jewellery manufacturing today.
And, while the process has been around since
the 1840s, it is only in the last few decades that
jewellery manufacturers have begun to explore
it. Using electro-chemistry and advanced
computer controlled equipment, electroforming
can process any complex 3D design into
lightweight jewellery, which is not possible
when one uses other techniques such as crafting
by hand, casting or stamping. Also, the results
are most often quite remarkable: for instance
the electroformed crown with which Prince
Charles of Great Britain was crowned!

Electroforming
The electroforming process creates an
electroform piece through electro-deposition
of a base form or core, known as mandrel, in a
plating bath. Here, an electrolytic bath — hot
or cold — deposits gold, silver or copper onto a
conductive patterned surface such as glass or
stainless steel and once the material is plated
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K. SRINIVASAN,
Chairman and Managing
Director, Emerald Group
of Companies, has over
28 years of experience
in the jewellery industry
and is the guiding force
behind one of the most
modern manufacturing
units in India.

to the desired thickness, the electroformed part
is stripped off the mandrel, leaving behind the
hollow metal.
The difference between electroforming and
electroplating is the thickness of the plating. In
electroforming, the plating is thicker and selfsupporting once the mandrel is removed.
While there are a variety of electroforming
systems in the market that use slightly different
methods, the general principles are the same.
The procedure begins in a manner similar
to casting, with the construction of the cores or
mandrel. For a typical hot-bath electroforming
system, these cores are constructed out of a
tin-lead bismuth alloy while cold-bath systems
utilise wax. The quality of finish of the cores,
constructed by means of white metal spin
casting technology, is crucial since any defects
in the original mould can be amplified during
the metal deposition process.
After the mandrels are complete, they are
mounted on a rack either by affixing them with
a single screw or by suspending them from
wires anchored into the mandrel. The mandrel
rack goes through a series of cleaning and
plating operations before it is immersed in a
gold bath where it spends several hours until it
has achieved a preset thickness of about 100 to
160 microns. The mandrels are then taken off
the rack and screws or wires removed, leaving

FACING PAGE: A superb amalgamation of
lightweight stamping units, comb texture and a clean
colour enamel with a gentle mix of CZs makes this a
piece of jewellery to watch out for.
ABOVE: A press takes seconds to manufacture
stamped jewellery such as this necklace, ear rings
and bangles.

a small hole in each piece that goes through to
the core.
Finally, another 10 micron layer of alkaline
copper is applied over the gold to protect it
while the core is removed through a process
called evacuation. After the core is evacuated,
the copper coating is removed by using an
acid bath, which etches off the copper without
affecting the gold.
The coated mandrel meanwhile is heated
to a temperature high enough to melt the core
without affecting the copper and gold plates.
The molten core material escapes through the
hole left from fixing to the rack and one is left
with a hollow gold electroform that can be
transformed into an ear ring, bracelet or any
other piece of jewellery.
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The electroforming process allows extreme
precise duplication of the mandrel. This
results in perfect process control, high quality
production and can be repeated numerous
times.

Benefits
•
•

•

•

Electroforming is very effective when it
comes to requirement for extreme tolerance.
As compared to other metal forming
processes like laser-cutting, photo-etching,
stamping and machining, electroforming
also stands out in terms of reproducibility
and complex products.
The high resolution of the conductive
patterned substrate allows finer geometries,
tighter tolerances and superior edge
definition.
It is a highly cost-effective method for
prototyping, small and large series.

Electroforming and jewellery
The technique by which an electroformed piece
of jewellery is created is quite “cool” and can
be explained to an extent by the analogy of a
chocolate éclair: like, if one were to suck out
the creamy chocolate from within an éclair, all
one would be left with is a shell, and if that shell
were of gold, you would have an electroform.
If one were to take a typical threedimensional piece of costume jewellery and
give it a gold electroplate before somehow
removing the base-metal core, one would be left
with a very thin gold foil shell shaped like the
original piece. But, this gold electroplate surface
which would be only a few microns thick would
crumple up after you would have removed the
core. A gold surface that thin has no structural
integrity: it needs the core to hold its shape.
However, if you were to use a very dense and
thick gold plate that was approximately 100 to
160 microns or about four to six thousandths
of an inch, you would have a hollow but sturdy
piece of gold in the shape of the original when
you removed the core. This is what makes the
hollow gold process especially suitable for
manufacturing ear rings.
One question that would obviously arise
here is: why would one want to remove the
core at all? The answer is that if the core is not
removed, jewellery retailers would simply have a
piece of thick gold-plated costume jewellery that
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In electroforming, the

idea is to create designs that flow and
cannot be easily stamped. It is the
artistic element of electroforming that
stands up to the glare.
cannot be marketed as fine, karat gold jewellery.
Besides, the piece of jewellery would also have a
lot of weight. This would be meaningless since
the essence and charm of electroform jewellery
is the big “gold” look complemented by light
weight.
One of the unique considerations when
designing for electroforming is to organise
the piece in such a way that the evacuation
hole will wind up where you want to attach a
finding. This allows a cover-up of the hole in an
unobtrusive way. As a matter of fact, in Italy,

ABOVE: Finely-crafted
natural flower forms
made by electroforming
and set with stones.
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with electroform jewellery being recognised
as unique and desirable objects, many
manufacturers are deliberately leaving the hole
in an obvious location, thereby indicating its
authenticity and attaching a designer label to it.

A notch above stamping
While electroforming is an efficient process
that produces thin-walled jewellery and very
little scrap, it is not necessarily a cost-effective
alternative to stamping. Take for instance
the number of hours that a piece of jewellery
spends in an electroforming bath in comparison
to the seconds it takes a press to bang out a
handful of stampings. Even with automation,
electroforming is not a mass production
technique since one can only produce a few
items at a time on one machine.
So, the question arises that if a jewellery
design can be made by stamping, then why
would a manufacturer electroform? The answer
is that the idea is to create designs that flow
and cannot be easily stamped. It is the artistic
element of electroforming that stands up to the
glare and shines.

Typical electroforms feature sweeping
designs with flowing undercuts that would
be impossible to make by stamping. True,
it is economical to manufacture lightweight
and classy jewellery by using the stamping
process, but finesse and complex 3D designs are
achievable only through electroforming. The 3D
features allow manufacturers to see the realistic
view of an image and then produce articles
such as statues, idols, jewellery, gift articles
and more to stunning perfection. And since,
unlike a casting, the final product is hollow,
the technology allows jewellery designers to
create feather-light big, bold gold earrings and
bracelets that would otherwise have been quite
unwieldy in solid gold. Electroformed jewellery
is wear-and-tear resistant, manifests a look
that instantly grabs attention and is perfect for
customers who look for distinctive,
upscale products. 

ABOVE: Complex
designs crafted by using
electroforming.
TOP AND LEFT:
Economical and
lightweight jewellery
using the stamping
process.
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First

impressions

In our fas t-paced and information-overloaded world, people
judge us instantly by our appearance. Therefore, it is best we
give the world a good first impression and a lasting powerful
image, says Urmila Mitra Chandy.

URMILA
MITRA
CHANDY is

Like it or not, people will look at our appearance
to try to figure out what is inside.
We often judge others, not by the words they
speak but by what meets the eye. As a matter of
fact, 93 per cent of the communication is visual.
It takes just three to five seconds to make a first
impression. Our grooming, dressing, etiquette
and deportment greatly influence the opinion of
everyone around us. It takes in-depth knowledge
of the art and science of image management
and applying it to the different roles that people
perform at different stages of their career and
different occasions, to project the right image
that influences others.

a trained image
consultant and
fashion stylist with
vast experience and
knowledge about
international protocol,
hospitality and
etiquette.

First impressions
Will Rogers' quote “You will never get a second
chance to make a first impression”, reminds us of
how important it is to present ourselves in a way
that is an appropriate representation of what we
want people to think or remember about us.
“First impressions matter when you want
to build lasting trust,” says Robert Lount, an
assistant professor at Ohio State University. “If
you get off on the wrong foot, the relationship may
never be completely right again.”
First impressions are indelible. Why? This is
because in our fast-paced, information-overloaded
world — with multiple stimuli bombarding us
every second —people’s heads are spinning. They
must form quick judgments to make sense of the
world and get on with what they have to do. When
people meet you, they take an instant mental
snapshot. The image of you becomes the data they
deal with for a very long time.

Are their data accurate?
Quite amazingly, yes. Even before your lips part
and the first syllable escapes, the essence of you
has already axed its way into their brains. The way
you look and the way you move is more than 80
per cent of someone’s first impression of you. Not
one word needs to be spoken. It’s a great feeling
when you can make heads turn for the right
reason!
Image matters as people make judgements and
assumptions based on limited information. It is
essential to create a powerful first impression to be
successful in personal, professional and social life.
Our image which is essentially our message, our
communication to the world is mostly visual and
hence it is important for us to delve deeper.
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ABOVE: Even a
painting is called
beautiful when it looks
good and is in harmony
with the world.

Everyone makes an impression; but very few
make a ‘lasting impression’.
First impressions are very powerful. Social
psychologists say it takes just a few seconds
for someone to make an initial impression of a
person. It then takes several hours to confirm or
deny that initial impression. People often listen
with their eyes. So we first need to speak with our
appearance.
As a professional we are always managing our
impressions. Another term for image is personal
branding. All of us have it within ourselves to
pull out our best resources and use them as
effective and powerful tools to create a strong
and attractive personal brand. At the very least,
we owe it to ourselves to build an authentic,
appropriate and attractive personal brand.
Based on 40 years of research by the Conselle
School of Image Management, USA, our clothing,
grooming, dress and body language affect the
way we think, feel and act. Others then react or
respond to us accordingly. Simply put: if we look
better on the outside, we feel better on the inside.
Image management is not just skin-deep. It is an
inside-out transformation. It affects how we feel
about ourselves.
Our self-esteem is our gateway to success.
Our self-image, which was probably formed
in our younger days, is very important in this

respect. We need to first and foremost learn to
love and appreciate who we see in the mirror and
only then can we expect others to appreciate it.
Here is where the second aspect of self-esteem
comes in — what others think of us. Another’s
opinion is important because the other person
could be our client, boss, interviewer, friend or
co-worker.
People with high self-esteem are able to
value themselves as unique entities, aside and
apart from their role or ambition. They base their
value on their own internal standards. Internal
“happiness” with one’s self plays a crucial role
in job performance and overall satisfaction in
life. A positive self-image affects our physical,
mental, social, emotional and spiritual well-being.
Self-image is not a fixed one; it is dynamic and
changing. We can learn to develop a healthier and
more accurate view of ourselves, thus changing the
distortions that we see often in the mirror.

Image management
Image management is an ongoing, pro-active
process of evaluating, evolving and controlling
the impact of our appearance on ourselves,
on others and the achievement of our goals.
Research shows that projecting the right image
makes people attribute confidence, superior
ability and other positive elements to them. It
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opens doors, giving them access to decisionmakers, greater success in hiring, promotions
and salary levels, allowing them to lead more
satisfied personal, professional and social lives.
Nobody is born perfect. But, we definitely
can be the best version of who we are. Presenting
ourselves well is an amalgamation of many
things. Even a painting or any work of art is called
beautiful when it looks good and is in sync and
harmony. A shabby and untidy painting is quite
disturbing and will be never appreciated — no
matter how good the artist is.
It is a hard fact, but nonetheless the truth.
Image is everything. Dressing plays a huge
role in visual communication. Our clothes
tell a story too; even before we get a chance
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to speak. Employee dress code is a projection
of the organisation’s image. In fact, research
shows that office dress code has a positive
impact on productivity. Whether it is power
dressing, casual tailored formals, semi-casuals
or informal attire, clothes communicate at all
times. Image management deals with the 4A’s
of power dressing which are Appropriateness,
Attractiveness, Authenticity and Affordability.
In-depth knowledge of the power of dressing
gives one an edge over others on how to dress
knowledgeably. Power dressing has come a long
way. Today, it helps one to climb the corporate
ladder twice as fast than usual. Dressing
knowledgeably is a beautiful form of politeness.
It commands respect. It is a professional way
to show people that we really mean business.
Looking unprofessional is not an option.
In the fast-paced and competitive world,
he who has the edge stands out in a positive
manner. It helps us create our own destiny with
the positive impressions that we leave in the
minds of others. Our appearance, body language,
communication skills and etiquette is what opens
new doors of opportunity for us, thus helping us
cement everlasting relationships and achieving
our goals in life. Living and existing are two very
different things. Learning a profession is easier
than learning professionalism. Being just another
person is easier than being an individual.
At the end of the day, when we count our
assets, we often fail to realise that we ourselves
are our greatest asset. All we need to do is
invest just three per cent of our income back
into ourselves to become even better at what
we did to earn money in the first place. When
we begin investing in ourselves regularly, our
whole attitude toward ourselves, our future
and our finances will change for the better. We
will respect ourselves more and will in turn be
respected by others. When you dress well, it
simply means that you respect yourself.
One of the simplest tasks that a salesperson
in any field can perform to increase his
productivity is to improve his grooming and look
more appealing. Unfortunately, because it is so
simple, it is often ignored. Image management is
a process of unearthing one’s inner strengths and
enhancing our belief in our own abilities.To be
naturally good at something is a boon, but unless
time and energy is spent learning to get better,
you only go so far.
Life is a rat race. The only way people can run
the race better is by making sure that even before
they run, they are prepared to run and excel. 

Guidelines on

Gold
Savings
Scheme

The GJF recently held discussions with 25 top-notch corporate leaders
on the impact of various rules under the new Companies Act, 2013
(effective from April 2014) as well as various notifications published
till date in relation to the Act. Consequent to analysing the points of the
discussion as well as expert advice sought and given by leading law firms
in the country, the GJF has decided to make a formal representation
to the Union Ministry of Corporate Affairs, requesting clarity and
appealing for adequate time for compliance. Pending the representation
and clarifications from the relevant ministry, the All India Gems
& Jewellery Trade Federation (GJF) hereby issues the following
guidelines to help members fully understand the impact of the Act.
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At the outset it must be noted that these guidelines have been
issued in general interest and should not be considered as binding
legal advice. No member or any other company should consider
themselves to be bound by such guidelines. Each member and any
other company are advised to take legal advice in their individual
capacities and formulate their course of action. The GJF will not
be held responsible for any act or for any liability on any of the
members or any other company.
These guidelines have been issued purely in good faith. GJF
members and any other company relying on the guidelines should
also ensure that no third party raises a claim on the GJF and
accordingly also protect the GJF against any possible claims. The
guidelines are applicable in the present situation, until adequate
clarifications are received from the relevant ministry.

Guidelines
The Act specifies that monies received from public will not be treated
as “deposit” if the same is received in the normal course of business,
resulting in a sale of goods or services.
However due to various interpretations the term “deposit”
is being implied to include monies received by companies, both
private and public, under jewellery savings plans/gold deposit plans
operated by jewellery companies in India, especially where money is
received in the form of instalments or otherwise from a person with
a promise of offer to give returns in cash or in kind on completion
of the period specified in the promise or offer.
The GJF believes that the monies so received should not qualify
as a “deposit” and hence should be considered to be out of the
purview of the Companies (Acceptance of Deposit) Rules, 2014 and
the restrictions under the Act.
 However as abundant caution, till such time the GJF receives
clarity from the Union Ministry of Corporate Affairs (MCA),
it advises all jewellery companies to modify the operation of
the plans to restrict the plans up to a maximum of 365 days.
Members are advised to ensure that acceptance of payments for
such plans are closed and the necessary sale recorded within
364 days latest from the date of commencement of the scheme
— even if clients do not voluntarily close the same. If required,
members are suggested to bill the client for a relevant product (of
relevant value) such as gold or silver and keep aside the same in
the client’s name as safekeeping, till the client collects jewellery
for the same. No cash is to be returned to any client in any event.
 It would be important to ensure that all transactions under the
schemes culminate in sale of jewellery and that the respective
scheme documentation clearly mentions that the scheme is a
methodology of sale, where the consideration is being collected
in instalments. There should not be a single transaction where
no sale takes place in pursuance to the money collected under
the scheme.
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 There should be no mention of any benefits being extended to any
client in any form, whether they are benefits like free instalments,
lower rates, etc. The only thing that can be mentioned in the scheme
documentation and treatment is that the additional amount is being
provided as a discount. It should be ensured that there should be no
possible interpretation of any “return” being provided by the member to
its customer. We understand that only a clear understanding that a mere
discount, as usually provided by the jeweller, will help us clarify that
it is merely a sale transaction which is offering a discount and a varied
methodology of payment.
 Do not use any terminology such as “interest” in your marketing or instore communications.
 Refrain from using any banking or NBFC terms in your communications
with clients and public.
 Ensure that you limit your total monies collected through the schemes to
equal or below 25 per cent of the net worth of your company.
 Ensure that if you give any discount for plans within 11 months or 365
days, the discount does not exceed 12 per cent per annum calculated in
simple or cumulative interest methods.
 Already enrolled members in your plans may be intimated immediately
regarding the changes brought about by the Act. In case of any enrolled
members, who have deposited for a period greater than 365 days, such
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plans should be immediately culminated
into sales. The existing customers may be
requested to join the new plans which are
issued in accordance with these guidelines.
 All new enrolments should be in compliance
of the provisions of the Act and must be
limited to 365 days at the most and when
members do not close within a period of 364
days, then on the 365th day such monies shall
be treated as mentioned above — for billing
and safekeeping.
 These provisions currently apply only to
private and public limited companies.
Partnerships and sole proprietorships are
currently not covered under these rules.
 Review all your marketing literature and
ensure all terms and conditions are clearly
printed and signatures are taken from
customers at the time of enrolment as the
plan must clearly define all the above rules.
 Ensure that a nominee name is included in
the enrolment forms to ensure monies are
claimed by such named nominees. This will
also ensure that monies or the jewellery are
not left with companies for long periods and
nominees may be called when required to
close the accounts since monies shall not
remain unclaimed for periods greater than
365 days.
 Members are recommended to account for all
such monies under “sundry creditors” in your
books of accounts.
 Ensure that monies collected from
consumers are used only for stock or as bank
deposits and not diverted to any other use to
ensure consumer safety and protection. The
Government is particularly concerned about
any default in commitments made to
unwary consumers. Consumer protection
is taken seriously.
We hope the above clarifications will meet
with your requirements as the GJF has given
priority to this issue. It will keep all its valued
members updated on further clarifications to be
received from the Government in this regard. 

Advertorial

Certification of Diamonds
From the expert: Mark Gershburg, CEO, GSI (Gemological Science International)
How is the certification
of diamond gaining
acceptance in India?
In the last few years there has
been a significant increase in
demand for diamond grading
reports. The Indian middle class
is highly educated and believes
that it’s important to have third
party opinion when making a
jewellery purchase. The GSI
believes that this is a result of
a number of factors. One is a natural desire of consumers to
know more about items they spend money on. Mark Gershburg
thinks it is also the result of brilliant work done by our gem and
jewellery industry to educate consumers on the importance of
certification. The GSI knows that Indian retailers understand
the importance of certification and see gemmological
laboratories as their allies and are willing to work with them.
This union helps to spread the message of importance of
certification all over the country and benefits all parties
involved in the process. Everybody, including laboratories,
manufacturers, wholesalers, retailers and consumers learn
from each other during their interactions. Gemmological
laboratories work hard to educate not only consumers but
also the trade and it makes it easier for everybody within the
industry to communicate using the same gemmological terms.

Special norms have to be taken care of while
preparing the diamond grading report and
certification
GSI India, headed by Neeta Shah, VP of India Operations,
prides itself in having highly professional and dedicated staff,
with vast experience in the gem and jewellery industry as a
whole and in gem lab business in particular. We also use the
most advanced proprietary software as well as the newest
technology in all our processes. All our procedures are designed
in such a way that there are numerous checks and balances
at every stage. For example, our software keeps records of

every transaction in every one of our offices worldwide. All
these things together create right mix of people, instruments
and software that allows us to deliver reliable and unbiased
products. As all industry, GSI knows that our final customer is
a consumer and he is the only customer that we serve. Integrity
is in our DNA.

GSI’s future plans
From day one, when the GSI opened its doors in New York
City, we have been committed to maintaining the same high
standards for diamond grading in our offices worldwide. GSI’s
commitment has always been to meet the client’s demand
beyond expectations. Therefore, we pride ourselves in providing
quality service with a personal touch that our clients have come
to respect and appreciate. As the demand for GSI certification is
increasing, we plan to expand within India and worldwide.

About GSI
Gemological Science International, or GSI for short, is one of
the largest gemmological laboratories in the world. Established
in 2005, it is the youngest and most progressive organisation
in its field that became a global powerhouse with its offices
strategically positioned to serve major markets. Innovative
thinking, new technology and impeccable service makes GSI
unique and different. We successfully combined traditional core
values such as integrity, with the most advanced technological
tools to offer our customers a wide variety of products and
services. From grading of loose diamonds (our core business)
to jewellery grading, statistical data, laser inscription,
treatment identification and other specialised services, GSI
is the gemmological laboratory of choice for many industry
leaders worldwide. It is constantly involved in proactive PR and
marketing campaigns to maximise its brand image.

GSI India- Trade Center, 6th floor, Unit No. 601-B, Opposite MTNL Building, Bandra Kurla
Complex. Phone: +91-22-26520354/26521081. E/W 1190, Bharat Diamond Bourse, BKC. Bandra
(East), Mumbai-400 051. Thrissur, X/815-18,19,20, St. Louis Commercial Complex, Church Circle,
Thrissur- 680001, Kerala
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Franchise Business &

TA X E S
Franchise retail, the new business mantra of the jewellery industry,
has thrown into focus taxation issues. Narendra Soni
sheds light on some legal aspects.

NARENDRA
SONI is Principal

Consultant - Indirect
Tax at RSM Astute
Consulting Private
Limited, consistently
ranked among the top six
accounting and consulting
groups in India.

Over the last few decades, the Indian retail market
has seen a significant increase in franchise-based
businesses, with leading brands across industries
leveraging their goodwill to increase market reach.
One of the major sectors to favourably use this
model has been the gems and jewellery industry
and today, there are several leading brands and
jewellers who have expanded both in the country
and overseas through a combination of ‘own’ and
‘franchisee’ stores.
Franchising is a contractual bond between
the franchisor — one who develops a brand and
a business format through long years of selling a
product or a service — and a franchisee, who is
ready to assist the franchisor in establishing the
business for his brand or product or service in a
specified area. The franchisee usually provides
capital and entrepreneurship at the retail outlet
level and is obliged to follow the franchisor’s
concept of business operations, managerial
expertise and market techniques.
The franchisor grants representational rights
to the franchisee to sell or manufacture goods
or provide services or undertake any process
identified with the franchisor by symbols such
as trademark, service mark, trade name (brand
name) or logo in lieu of which the franchisee is
obliged not to engage in selling, producing or
providing similar goods or services identified with
any other person in the defined territory.
The deemed sale concept under Article
366 (29A) of the Constitution of India covers a
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transfer of right to use any goods for any purpose
for levy of Sales Tax on sale or purchase. In the
case of Tata Consultancy Services vs. State of
Andhra Pradesh 2004 (11) TMI 11, the Supreme
Court of India had held that Indian laws do not
make a distinction between tangible goods and
intangible goods that are capable of abstraction,
consumption and use and that can be transmitted,
transferred, delivered, stored, possessed and so
on. Thus, various states levy VAT on granting of
representational rights under the franchise-based
business model.
Apart from VAT, the Government of India
treats temporary transfer or permitting the use
or enjoyment of any intellectual property right
or transfer of goods by way of licensing without
transfer of right to use such goods as deemed
service for levy of Service Tax by incorporating
them under Declared Service as defined under
66E of the Finance Act, 1994.
‘Deemed sale’ and ‘deemed service’ thus
lead to dual tax implications at the assessment
stage and throw up the moot question: when can
transfer of right to use goods be considered either
sales or services? In the case of Imagic Creative
Pvt. Ltd. vs. CCT & Ors. 2008 (1) TMI 2, the
apex court had held that payment of Service Tax
and VAT are mutually exclusive and may consist
of different elements, providing for attracting
different natures of levy.
Courts have analysed agreements in
numerous cases to determine which tax should

alphaspirit/Shutterstock.com

Legal Lane

be made applicable, depending on the terms and conditions of the franchise
agreements. The Kerala High Court in the case of Malabar Gold Private
Limited vs. CTO, Kozhikode & Ors. 2013 (7) TMI 101 had held that Service
Tax should be levied in franchise agreements since the appellant company
had entered into similar contracts with other franchisees and, thus, the
transfer was not on an exclusive basis.
Going by the judgement, franchise agreement would be a deemed
service when there is a temporary transfer of intellectual property right
by the franchisor. Intellectual property may emerge from application of
intellect, which may be in the form of an invention, design, product, process
technology, etc. Also, the right transferred should be conditional and nonexclusive in nature and should be for a limited period. However, in the said
limited period, control and responsibility of property must be retained by
the franchisor. Therefore, according to the present law, Service Tax would
be applicable on granting of temporary transfer or use of enjoyment of the
intellectual property.
In the case of Vitan Departmental Stores and Industries vs. The State of
Tamil Nadu (2013) 12 TMI 743, the Madras High Court had held that since

the assessee had transferred rights exclusively in
favour of the transferee in respect of a specified
outlet for a definite period of time, it was not
a mere licence or transfer of right to enjoy but
transfer of right to use intangible goods and
hence Sales Tax could be levied on the
received amount.
The concept of exclusivity is, thus, one of the
essential criteria to be checked to understand
the applicability of VAT or Service Tax on
the transaction. So, the need of the hour is
the proposed Goods and Services Tax (GST),
which is expected to replace existing State and
Central taxes and bring down incidences of
double taxation/cascading of taxes on goods and
services.
Until then, it is advisable to look twice before
taking a leap. 
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ROYAL
SPLENDOUR
RBZ Jewellers’ traditional jewellery
crafted in 22K gold and embellished and
enhanced with kundan and intricate work
harks back to the days of royal splendour.
The essence of the designs lie in tradition
while gold has been used in varied forms
and shapes to create flawless jewellery that
is sure to leave everyone mesmerised.

DANCING
DIAMONDS
Sparkles dance around this classy 18K
white gold diamond ring holding a 0.60K
Divine Solitaires diamond with (Ex.
Ex. Ex.) Plus Hearts and Arrows cut. Each
piece of Divine Solitaires, showcasing eight
hearts and eight arrows in its cut, is crafted
with care and the polish, proportion and
symmetry is excellent.
Divine Solitaires diamonds reveal
wonderfully the beauty, sparkle, brilliance
and sheer fire that are the hallmarks of
a diamond. Apart from distinct quality
and nationwide standard pricing, Divine
Solitaires diamonds carry authentic
certification with a laser inscription that
will make a diamond truly yours.
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ETERNAL
BOND
An immortal bond with Patan in
north Gujarat has inspired Abhishek
Zaveri to cull memories, emotions and
experiences into a jewellery collection
whose essence is classic modernity.
The architectural forms of the jewels
represent the famous heritage of Rani Ki
Vav, Patan, Gujarat. Albeit the designs
are immensely detailed, the collection
is lightweight and its artwork reflects
contemporary finesse. The feel of a royal
heritage is reflected in its fusion of floral
patterns and sharp colour combinations
that also lend it exquisite beauty.
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BRIDAL SUITE
S. K. Seth’s handcrafted collection is
exclusively for brides-to-be and reflects
the promise of a new beginning. The
handcrafted nakshi work in traditional
bridal red, meena kundan, deep green
emeralds and pearls are perfect for a bride’s
trousseau jewellery. The suite consists of
necklace, long haar, bangles, jhumki-style
earrings and maang tikka in 916 purity
hallmarked gold.

An engagement affair: Are you
ready to propose? Express your
eternal feelings with this 18K
white gold ring studded with
the world’s top one per cent
diamond — Divine Solitaires.
This ring is the perfect gift for
your precious love!
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A BRIDE’S BEST
FRIEND
Emerging as one of the largest manufacturers
and exporters from Hyderabad, with a ninedecade-long experience, Sanghi Jewellers is
all set to leave customers in awe with its latest
collection. After the success of its lightweight
and colourful jewellery collection, Tzeira, it
has been motivated to launch a bridal choker
collection christened Jashn. Inspired by
Indian weddings, these necklaces, weighing
between 125 and 200 grams, have a universal
appeal and are meant for various pre- and
post-wedding occasions like lagna-patra,
grihapravesh, mehendi, sangeet and more.
The collection is as vibrant and joyful as the
ceremony itself.

SIMPLY STUNNING
9kt by Derewala is a stunning line of gold
jewellery that has been designed for the
elegant and sophisticated Indian woman.
Each piece has been carefully crafted with
the help of Italian technology to appeal to the
impeccable taste of those who pay attention
to the finer details. Fashioned under the
supervision of world-renowned jewellery
experts, Derewala’s 9kt is durable and are
the perfect accessories, for the workplace as
well as daily wear.
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CONGRATULATIONS
AND CELEBRATIONS
Fine jewellery from Waman Hari Pethe
Jewellers has been a part of every celebration
of its patrons. The value it accords to customers
goes beyond mere trade, which is why it is
now a retail chain that boasts of 17 showrooms
across Maharashtra, Goa and Madhya Pradesh.
The recent launch of a self-owned showroom at
Alibaug and a franchise store at Nashik Road
are new feathers in its cap as are its collections
Navinya and Colours.
Established in 1909, Waman Hari Pethe
Jewellers epitomises the concept of boutique
jewellery — providing exclusive and exotic
jewellery customised for each customer. As
a matter of fact, the jewellery chain has also
launched a design studio at Vile Parle West
in Mumbai with the purpose of providing
personalised jewellery to its clientele.

DISTINCTLY INNOVATIVE
EON Jewellery, a jewellery manufacturing off-shoot of Dharmanandan
Diamonds has been standing out in the market for its distinctive product
offerings. EON Jewellery’s unique offerings play the role of a catalyst,
enabling jewellers climb up the value chain to service their clients better.
Product differentiation is the key for jewellers to break through the clutter
and product innovation at EON Jewellery helps jewellers achieve this feat.
The craftsmanship and symmetry of EON Jewellery is unique and fulfils one’s
dream of budget designer jewellery.
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K’

olears
India’s 1st con
with most uniq
artwork. Undr
of the magi
colours of the
in the jeweller

A vogue and e
our brand was
difficult task.
when we tend
EXPLORE
YOUR
different colors of life fused with rich
DREAMS
Indian culture. It’s our honor to prese
Colours are an essential part of Indian
ofallour
culture.appearance
We love to eulogise
thingsornamental heritag
colourful and also want them splashed
the world class design together-with
across our precious jewels. K’olears has
crafted these wishes into magical jewellery.
These ornaments, enhanced with the beauty
of myriad colours and novel, fancy artwork,
are India’s first concept jewellery.

Explore your dre
Tare Gold Creation

83/85, Diamond Plaza, 2nd Floor, Office No 205, Dhanji Street, Mumbai 400 003,
Mobile: +91 9820 763 791, I com No: 5799
Email: info@taregoldcreations.com
web: www.taregoldcreations.com

EXTRAVAGANT
ALLURE
Shree Jee Jewellers, Jaipur’s new offering
is an exquisite two-liner polki kantha made
of natural fine syndicate uncuts surrounded
by brilliants. The kantha spells modern
minimalism with a touch of tradition and
royal elegance and has pieces of partaash and
meena work. Shree Jee’s Suvrat Mittal has
designed this extravagant, many-splendoured
piece himself, with the theme “Alluring a
tradition of excellence”.
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INSPIRING CREATIVITY
Swarovski has since 1965 been offering a unique selection of genuine
gemstones and stones made from the purest raw material and crafted
to satisfy the strictest standards. Like each year, this year too it has
launched a collection of new genuine gemstones and created stone cuts
and colours to stimulate creativity and push boundaries in jewellery
and watch design.
88 Facets Cut
Continuing its dedication to advancing the range of zirconia products
with stunning new varieties, Swarovski launched its 88 Facets cut.
Eight being a symbol for infinity, the cut’s auspicious name speaks
of good fortune and happiness. Just like number eight’s perfectly
proportioned shape, the well-crafted, symmetrical facets of the
innovative cut, available in pure white, is ideally suited for bridal
jewellery.

88 Facets Cut

Kashmir Blue Topaz

Kashmir Blue Topaz
Swarovski Genuine Topaz is available in a wide range of extraordinary,
bright colours. Ready to join these shades is the exciting new addition,
Kashmir. Same as the other topaz colours, the rich blue is created with
thermal colour fusion, a unique surface enhancement process that is
patented in both Austria and the United States.
Alpinite Castable
As proof of the company’s belief in developing top-quality products,
Swarovski has succeeded in offering an affordable imitation of emerald
and blue sapphire. The new castable addition to Swarovski’s synthetic
stones portfolio is cut for utmost brilliance, perfectly calibrated and
uniform in colour. Available in emerald green, sapphire blue and black,
Alpinite Castable captivates the beholder.

Alpinite Castable

TREASURING
TRADITION
Inspired by Mughal motifs, Soni Nanalal
Bechardas Jewellers has introduced
a new designer collection of 22K gold
chandbalis. Embellished with kundan work
and a combination of diamonds, pearls,
polki and ruby, the collection perfectly fuses
tradition with contemporary elegance. 
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Statistics
HS Code 7113 - Articles of jewellery and parts thereof; of precious
metals

HS Code 7108: Gold (including gold plated with platinum) unwrought or
in semi-manufactured forms/in powder form

Import of jewellery in September 2014 (as on September 20, 2014)
vis-à-vis September 2013 shows a jump in volumes from Thailand,
UAE and China while those from the US, Switzerland, France and
Italy have fallen.

Gold imports from Switzerland increased in September 2014 (as on
September 20) vis-à-vis September 2013 but were less as compared
to September 2012. Imports from Australia also increased vis-à-vis
September 2013.

HS Code 7113

September
2014 (as on
September
20)

September
2013

September
2012

HS Code 7108

September
September
2013
2014
(as on
September 20)

September
2012

Thailand

63

9

156

China

61

16

4

United States

45

59

67

177
36
31

13

236
533
99

Switzerland

37

44

4

Italy

30

38

13

Hong Kong

18

12

Switzerland
Australia
United Arab
Emirates
Ghana
United States
United Kingdom
South Africa
Tanzania
Peru
Brazil
Canada
Saudi Arabia
Singapore
Germany
Malaysia
Russia
Belgium
China
Colombia
Guinea
Hong Kong
Turkey
Swaziland

14
4
5

16
5
42

5

1

16

7

17

7

United Arab Emirates 17

8

2

India

11

16

87

France

5

10

220

Indonesia

3

1

Singapore

1

2

United Kingdom

1

1

Germany

21

2

Ireland

8

Canada

2

Japan

1

Import of jewellery in August 2014 vis-à-vis August 2013 shows a jump
in volumes from Italy and Switzerland while registering a drop from USA,
China and other countries.
HS Code 7113

August 2014

August
2013

August
2012

Thailand

123

3

55

Italy

90

10

15

United States

69

124

57

Switzerland

49

15

16

China

35

55

14

India

9

11

20

United Arab Emirates 6

6

1

France

5

13

8

Ireland

4

Japan

3

Egypt

2

Hong Kong

2

Indonesia

2

Singapore

2

10

27

9

3

5

Germany

15

11

United Kingdom

1

South Korea
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2

36

22
20
18
15
9
6
5
5
4
4
3
3
2
1
1
1
1

3
21
3
1

Gold imports from Switzerland increased in August 2014 vis-à-vis
August 2013 and August 2012. Imports from Ghana, Singapore, Peru,
UAE, UK, South Africa, US and Australia also increased vis-à-vis
August 2013.
HS Code 7108

August
2014

August
2013

August 2012

Switzerland
Ghana
Singapore
Peru
United Arab Emirates
United Kingdom
South Africa
United States
Australia
Tanzania
Canada
Colombia
Brazil
Guinea
Sudan
Malaysia
Spain
Hong Kong

163
35
30
25
23
19
16
13
11
9
8
6
3
2
1

24

124

9
5
18
4
7
5
1
1
7

56
3
21
15
109
4
2

1
20
1

7
6

Statistics
Import of jewellery in September 2014 (as on September 19) vis-à-vis
September 2013 shows a jump in volumes arriving via Delhi Air Cargo,
Ahmedabad and Hyderabad. However, those arriving via Bangalore
and Chennai have registered a drop.
HS Code 7113

September
2012

Delhi Air Cargo

September September
2014 (as on 2013
September
19)
130
107

Ahmedabad

102

69

73

Bangalore Air Cargo

31

34

102

Hyderabad Air Cargo

13

3

7

Chennai Air Cargo
Cochin

10
4

22
5

19

Bombay Sea

1

5

4

Kolkata Air Cargo

1

2

4

Patparganj

1

Bombay Air Cargo

344

2

Jewellery imports via all key cities increased in August 2014 vis-à-vis
August 2013.
HS Code 7113

August
2014

August
2013

August 2012

Delhi Air Cargo
Ahmedabad

226
102

44
136

79
45

Bangalore Air Cargo
Kolkata Air Cargo
Chennai Air Cargo

54
5
5

10
4
14

48
6
24

Hyderabad Air Cargo

4

3

Cochin

2

7

Tughlakabad

2

4

Bombay Sea

1

Cochin Sea
Bombay Air Cargo
Nhava Sheva Port

3

1

Gold imports via all key cities increased in September 2014 (as on
September 20) vis-à-vis September 2013.
HS Code 7108

September
2014
92

September
2013
6

September
2012
67

Delhi Air Cargo
Bangalore Air
Cargo

86

28

633

83

17

34

Chennai Air Cargo

44

31

72

Kolkata Air Cargo

28

21

51

Bombay Air Cargo

19

5

31

Hyderabad Air
Cargo

9

2

Cochin

3

Ahmedabad

14

Karipur (Calicut)

10

Trivandrum

2

Gold imports via all key cities increased in August 2014 vis-à-vis
August 2013.
HS Code 7108

August
2013
47

August 2012

Delhi Air Cargo

August
2014
112

Bangalore Air Cargo

74

12

21

Ahmedabad
Chennai Air Cargo

65

3

37

50

31

48

Kolkata Air Cargo

30

8

21

Bombay Air Cargo

21

Cochin

7

Hyderabad Air Cargo

5

150

20
2

26

42

Coimbatore

17

15
4

Karipur (Calicut)

4

Trivandrum

1

17

JEWELLERY STORE for RENT/TAKE OVER in BANGALORE
5000 sft Fully furnished
Jewellery store with High End
Interiors & Security systems of
International quality & all
facilities is Available for
RENT/TAKE OVER on as is
where is basis. Located in the
heart of South Bangalore on 80
feet R.V.Road, Near Lalbagh
metro station, very close to
Jayanagar Market. Ideal for
Jewellery House Looking for
Expansion in Bangalore.

Call: 098450 33564
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